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Fletcher shouldn't give up on tax plan
By CHARLES
WOLFE
Associated
Press Writer
FRANKFORT,
Ky. (AP) — The
General Assembly's
Democrat
ranking
said Friday that Gov.
Ernie Fletcher should not
abandon his pursuit of
a new tax code,
though he and

to

Republican

governor seemed at an impasse.
"We certainly hope tax reform
is not dead. We think it's very
important to the state," House
Speaker Jody Richards told
reporters.
Fletcher wants the General
Assembly to enact a new tax
code during its 2004 session,
which had 28 business days
remaining after Friday.
Fletcher has described a concept of raising some taxes and
cutting others to be "revenue
neutral" at the outset. He has dis-

closed few specifics.
Fletcher met privately on
Wednesday with 15 legislators of
both parties and both chambers.
He said he wanted a second, private meeting with • House
Democrats to assess whether a
consensus on taxes was possible.
Instead, the Democrats sent a let-'
ter in which they advised
Fletcher to put a plan in writing
the
to
it
present
and
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee next week.
A spokesman for Fletcher said

the governor would "roll out his
plan on his terms," possibly early
next week, and that the appropriations committee was not the
venue.
Richards repeatedly asserted
that he and his colleagues agree
that Kentucky's tax code should
be rewritten.
"We believe in tax reform. I
think that's one place where
there's pretty general agreement
— that we need tax reform.
That's why we're calling on the
governor to come forth with his

thin
tsed
reed

Alexander,
university
struggling with
state budget woes
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of Union City, Tenn., sizes up her
Eight-year-old cancer survivor Samantha Waddlington
Murray State's Richmond College's Erica
opponent in a game of dodge ball, with help from
fundraiser for St. Jude Children's Research
Grah, during a game segment of Up 'til Dawn, a
Hospital.

Students stay up to help cancer fight
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Many people would try to catch a few hours of
sleep when preparing for an all-night event. For
Rhiannon Mitchell, co-executive director for Murray
State University's Up 'til Dawn fundraiser for St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn., Friday night, that was proving a bit impossible.
"I wish I could, but there's no way I can," said the
Fairfield. Ill., senior yesterday afternoon as she prepared for her second Up 'tit Dawn while holding the
executive director title: she was joined in this capacity by Karen Stott of Franklin. This was the fourth
such event with which Mitchell has been involved.
"For one thing, there's still too much to do to get

-Murray, KY 42071
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Domestic violence is an ongoing problem that has hit close to
home recently with tragic consequences.
Sunday morning, a man was
charged with manslaughter after
his ex-girlfriend was found dead
under his bed in northern Calloway
County. Another woman was
charged with shooting her husband
in the head, leaving him in serious
condition. Police reports cited marital issues in that relationship.
Violent relationships do not
start after the wedding vows are
exchanged. Signs of violence in
relationships are usually identified
during the dating period and can be
just as dangerous. Jane Etheridge,
State
Murray
of
director
University's Women's Center, said
she sees many young women in her
office battling violent relationships.
"It is estimated that 20 to 22
percent of college women have
experienced violence in their dating relationship," she said. "When
there is violence in a dating relationship, it is no different from violence in a married relationship."
Etheridge said some signs of a
partner becoming an assailant are:
•being critical and jealous;
•acting negative;
•isolating their victim;
•and withdrawing affection to
teach a lesson.
Etheridge said many times the
victims look to appease their
assailants to keep the actually
physical violence from appearing.
"They often say the same things. 'I
was walking on egg shells.—
She explained that regardless of
the appeasing, eventually the
assailant will explode, and it usually leads to choking and physically
harming the victim. Sometimes the
assailant will humiliate the person
in public or assault them sexually.
"It is all about power and control," Etheridge said. "It is always a
means of controlling another person, which makes you feel powerful."
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Protective orders
are only as good as the
abuser is sane.
— Kathy Jones
Executive Director
Women Aware

Numbers of
Domestic
Violence
IN Intimate partner violence
made up 20% of all nonfatal
violent crime experienced by
women in 2001.
II 1,247 women and 440 men
were killed by an intimate partner in 2000.
Source: U S Department of Justice

She said there are many reasons
why a victim stays with an
assailant — love, financial reasons,
and low self-esteem inflicted upon
by the assailant.
"Sometimes they stay with them
because they don't want to be
alone," said Etheridge.
Women are not the only victims
of domestic violence. Reports
show many women are becoming
the assailants, leaving men with
very few places to turn.
-There are not a lot of men who
seek shelter," said Etheridge. "I
think there is a tremendous stigma
surrounding men."
Kathy Jones, executive director
of Women Aware, said her organization does offer shelter for men.
"We serve anyone who's a victim
of domestic violence." said Jones.
Jones said getting out of a violent relationship can be the hardest
part of ridding oneself of abuse.
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require 23 votes.
Irvin seemed especially irritated at Rep. Harry Moberly, the
House appropriations commitchairman.
influential
tee's
took to
d,
ichmon
D-R
Moberly,
the House floor Thursday to
accuse Fletcher of"playing political games- and trying to deal in
secrecy on "tax modernization."
Moberly did not attend the
meeting Wednesday, though
Fletcher had been assured he

Domestic
violence
message
getting out

Is

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
As college tuition hikes become
the norm across the country,
Murray -Sraie, Univermity •Presides"Dr. F. King Alexander worries asking students to pay more for higher
education will cripple national and
state economies.
"Unfortunately, this is
the direction the
nation is moving," Alexander
said. "In the
arena
macro
that this is a
national movement, it can
have detrimenAlexander tal affects on the
economy everywhere."
Murray State's tuition is likely to
rise about 15 percent — or $200 a
semester, according to Alexander.
The university, as all state higher
education institutions, is experiencing tight fiscal times as the state
struggles to balance its budget. Gov.
Ernie Fletcher has proposed reducing higher education funding for the
current and coming fiscal years.
Murray State is working to eliminate $3 million from its budget
before July 1.
About half of that is a recurring
cut that the university will have to
sacrifice again for fiscal year 200405.
"It's still early,- said Alexander,
who spoke to the House Budget
on
Subcommittee
Review

program so we can discuss it,"
Richards said.
Fletcher "shouldn't be timid
or fearful" about defending his
ideas before the committee, he
said.
Fletcher spokesman Wes Irvin
said the governor might be forced
to "work unilaterally" with
House and Senate Republicans,
though he could not explain how
that was possible. Republicans
hold 36 of 100 seats in the House.
They have a 22-16 majority in
the Senate; a tax bill would

Tonight will be
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Sunday will be
partly cloudy with
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New Concord man found •Truck Wrecks on U.S.641 S near Hazel

guilty in Wisconsin court
on drug-related charges
Stan Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MADISON. Wis. — A New Concord. Ky.. man was found guilty of two
itiethamphetamine-related charges Tuesday in U.S. District Court for the
Western District of Wisconsin.
John Sanders. 21, was convicted of selling, distributing or dispensing a
controlled substance and manufacturing a controlled substance after a twoday trial. U.S. District deputy clerk Erica Clark said. He will be sentenced
in U.S. District Court in Madison on April 14.
Sanders intentionally possessed chemicals, equipment and materials
used to manufacture methamphetamine. Clark said of Sanders' indictment.
which was filed July 17, 2003. He has remained in jail custody in Madison
sime then.
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SARASOTA. Fla. (AP) — An
auto mechanic accused of killing a
girl whose abduction was captured
on a car wash surveillance camera
was indicted on a first-degree murder charge Friday as prosecutors
indicated for the first time they
believe he raped the 11-year-old.
The state attorney's office separately tiled charges of kidnapping
and capital sexual battery against
Joseph P. Smith, 37, assistant state
attorney
Dennis Nales said.
Pnisecutors declined to release
details of the charge.
Smith is accused of killing Carlie
Brucia, whose body was found near
a church five days after she was
abducted Feb. I. Nales declined
comment on whether prosecutors
will seek the death penalty for
Smith, who's being held without
Istind in the Sarasota County jail.
Smith's public. defender, Adam
Tehrugge, said his client will plead
not guilty at his arraignment scheduled for March 12. "We will thoroughly investigate the case and vigorously defend Mr. Joseph Smith.Tebrugge said.
Carlie was abducted around dusk
as she took a shortcut behind the car
wash while heading home from a
friend's house. The digital video
security system showed a man in a
blue mechanic's uniform grabbing
the sixth-grader's arm and walking
her off.
Smith
was arrested
Feb.
3.Carlie's body was found Feb. 6.
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JOHN WRIGHTLedger 8. Times photo
Rescue personnel work on the driver of this truck following
an accident Friday morning on U.S. 641 South near Hazel.
The truck
apparently went off the roadway and struck a tree. Additi
onal information was not available Friday night from
the
Calloway
County Sheriff's Office.

Warrants served on Mo. couple in
connection to Hazel antique thefts

III Cancer ...

Staff Report
The couple was initially arrested
Murray Ledger & Times
at Charlie's Antique Mall. Carol
The Calloway County Sheriff's was charged with receiving stolen
Department served a Missouri cou- property of more than $300.
Her
ple with arrest warrants because of a husband faces two charges
—
January theft incident in Hazel.
receiving stolen property of more
Carol Marie Ullman, 51, and than $300 and theft by unlawful takRichard Kim Ullman. 49. of St. ing of more than $300.
Genevieve. Mo.. had $530.45 worth
The merchandise from Charlie's
of glassware stolen front Tooter's Antique Mall totaled $164.
In addiAntique Mall in their Ford truck tion to the 10 items stolen
from
when Calloway County Sheriff's Tooter's Antique Mall. merchan
dise
deputies were investigating another from Decades Ago Antique
Mall
shoplifting incident at Charlie's and Angel's Antique
Mall was
Antique Mall.
recovered in the couple's truck.
Sheriff Larry Roberts said
On Thursday, Carol was charged
deputies served the couple with the with complicity to theft
by unlawful
warrants for additional charges taking and two.counts of
receiving
Thursday because it was the first stilen property, according to hertime they had been back in arrest citation. Richard was charged
Calloway County since the incident. with two counts of receiving stolen
property.
Carol and Richard Ullman were
released from the Calloway County
jail Thursday, according to a jail
spokeswoman.

From Front

patients, including those now of college age, usually accept the invitaevent that starts at 9 p.m. and ends
tion.
at 5 a.m. the following day:
"I think my most special memoCompetitions for those points
ry from my years of being in this is
include karaoke and even kickboxhearing the story of this one patient
ing.
— an 8-year-old child who was
A special one-hour participation
present again Friday — and her
time for visitors began at midnight;
mother as they come and speak to
Mitchell said teams are encouraged
us. You feel the gratitude they have
to ask for as many visitors as possifor being helped like this," said
ble as that adds spirit points.
Mitchell, noting the child was
However, Mitchell stresses,
afflicted with a form of leukemia
while fun and games are enjoyable,
which is now in remission. "It
the real enjoyment comes from
makes you feel that being part of
knowing this is helping children in
this and all the effort you put into it
need. To emphasize this point, past
is worth it. And I just love the genand even current patients at St. Jude
eral cause of St. Jude. It's awesome
and their families are asked to come
to Up 'til Dawn and tell their stories what they do, having kids getting
to the participants. Three to four treated for their diseases at no cost
at all."
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Life Boat
Life Preserver
Life Insurance
There are some things
that you don't think you'll
ever need. But forgetting
them can be costly!

The Company You Keep`

*Long Term Care 'Annuities
"Life Insurance

Ryan Edwards

I also used to think it was okay
to wear my wife's underwear.

211 Maple St.
Murray, KY

753-2007

Many times people are looking for a
way out long before they ever actually leave.
"People underestimate how violent and disturbed people can
become when a partner is leaving,"
she said. "Leaving can be the most
dangerous time for getting out of a
violent relationship."
According to Jones, statistics
estimate that a victim will try to
leave seven times before they actually get out, and sometimes it takes
serious injury or death to get a person out of a violent relationship.
She said when attempting to
leave this type of relationship, getting an emergency protective order
is important, but it is not strong
enough sometimes to protect a victim.
"Protective orders are only as
good as the abuser is sane," said
Jones. "If that person doesn't have
that respect for the law, it may not
be the most protective move. There

,
Ws
‘s

Dialog is changing the way people think about local phone service
With

our flat rote of lust $35 a month you could save up to 50% on your phone
bill For lust $35, you get local service-with unlimited regional long distance
and unlimited calling features like Caller I.D Best of all, there are no hidden
fees, taxes or hassles Just $35 a month-. Never a penny more.
So why not switch today? Dialog makes it easy Call 1 -888-SAVE-NOW.
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are limits to what it can do for you.
But it is a good first step."
To get an emergency protective
order, a person has to file at the
Circuit Clerk's Office and approved
by a judge. That order lasts 14 days.
Then it is taken to court to apply for
a domestic violence order, which is
valid for a year.
Since last month, Calloway
County has issued 20 emergency
protective orders and 10 domestic
violence orders.
Women Aware has several shelters and served more than 100 victims in the shelters last year. The
shelters are only for 30 days, but if a
victim needs more time, they can be
allowed that.
Jones said when the office hears
about a situation of injury or death
related to domestic abuse, it motivates the workers to try to reach as
many people as possible.
"It's a constant reminder to how
important this is. that people's lives
are at stake," she said.

Funeral Services
Can Be
This Unique

Everyfamily has unique needs, and we dedicate ourselves to meeting as many them
of
as we
can. We offer a wide variety ofcommemorative choices, and we pay special, personal
attention
to each family we serve.
It makes all the difference.
The Churchill-Imes and Imes Miller Funeral Homes are the only funeral homes
in town to
offer Video Memorial Tributes. This special DVD is a wondetful way to transfer your
treasured
photos for a memorable tribute to your loved one. We will be glad to sit down
with you and
explain our many other services and options.
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Chamber hosts Town/Gown
Business@Breakfast in March
CHAMBER CHAT
By Lisa Satterwhite
Assistant Director for Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce

noon, 762-7333 or 759-9592.
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South
Carolina's
Reputation
SOUTHERN SCENE
By Larry McGehee
Syndicated Columnist
ryteller-poet Tommy Scott Young,
born in 1943.
n 1920,
Epps effectively refutes the
when the famous
image-makers who cast the state as jeremiad-jourbackward and unlettered, in which
nalist H. L. Mencken of Baltimore
the favored slogan is "Ain't".
belittled the4outh's lack of culture,
In the galaxy of the South
there was little defense—other than
Carolina literary and cultural uni"hard times" and "Civil War
verse that stargazer Epps charts for
defeats"— to be made. But about
us, James Dickey and Pat Conroy
the same time, a literary
are the stellar attractions, but they
Renascence came to the South, and
are followed closely in luster by
the best put-down of Mencken has
William Gilmore Sims, Henry
been nearly a century of southern
Turmad, DuBose Heyward ("Porgy
published scholarship and especialand Bess"), W. J. Cash, William
ly of published poetry and fiction.
Price Fox, Jr., Archibald Rutledge,
Spurred by the Nashville
and John lakes. Epps divides his
Fugitives and Agrarians and
survey into periods, the beginnings
embodied in William Faulkner and
through the Revolution, the preEudora Welty and Robert Penn
Civil War years from about 1800 to
Warren and a battalion of other
1865, the post-Civil War years on
writers, writing has become as
the
19th Century, with the longest
southern a trait as cornbread.
listings in the four-parr 20th.
As literature has become the
Century sections.
South's replacement crop for cotton
By the limn he reaches "The
and tobacco, some cynics sniff tot
Current Crop" his typeface and the
most of the writing only takes place
biographies of writers have to be
in the Upper South, the Border
reduced to cover 182 contemporary
South states of Tennessee,
SC writers (to he expanded further
Kentucky, Virginia, and North
in a projected second edition of this
Carolina, and around Oxford in
book). Among the latter are
northern Mississippi, and
Dorothy Allison, William Baldwin,
Shermanized, urban Atlanta. South
Edward Ball, Franklin Burroughs.
Carolina, Mississippi, and Alabama
Niklcy Finney, Charles Frazier
are still stereotyped as die-hard seg(Cold Mountain), George Garrett,
regationist strongholds with plenty
Josephine Humphreys, James
of poor schools and poor health.
Kilgo, Bret Lott. Padgett Powell,
illiteracy, poverty, and unemployAlexandra Ripley, Louis D. Rubin,
ment — with more interest in deerJr., George Singleton, and Mark
hunting, football, beer-drinking,
Steadman. Inter-splicing the biograand NASCAR racing than in literaphies is a number of writers of literture or scholarship or visual arts or
ary criticism of note, such as Guy
music.
Davenport and Matthew Bruccoli.
A common impression is that
Epps throws in two bonuses: a
SoOth Carolina was the first state to
listing of the South Carolina-based
secede in 1861 and has not bothpublishing houses and magazines
ered to get back into the national
that foster literary work, and a 35scene ever since.
paghe bibliography of South
Without explicitly attacking that
Carolina published works.
stereotype of South Carolina, one
This book was a labor of love
of that state's master teachers of
for Epps, who is reputed to have
English, Edwin C. Epps, who
spent two decades compiling and
teaches and inspires middle-school
editing it, while introducing generastudents in Spartanburg's superior
tions of grateful youngsters (and
District 7 school, has spent decades
their parents) at McCrackin Middle
compiling his book, Literary South
School to the joys of reading and
Carolina(Hub City Writers Project,
writing. His teaching influence
2004,$40 hardback, $20 paperalone is enough to warrant accoback), a narrative catalog of literary
lades for Ed Epps, but this montage
achievements from the Palmetto
of South Carolina literary figures
State since its settlement, beginning
lifts him out of the teaching trenchwith William Hilton's 1664 travel
es into an even wider sphere of
narrative and ending with black stoinfluence and acclaim.
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
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Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115 (Washington

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
www.jim bunning©bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington, D.C. 20510

State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
web: www.senOckson.com

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

Colorado scandal echoes Air Force woes
DENVER AP) - Pete Steinhauer remembers
watching the firestorm erupt at the Air Force
Academy last year as dozens of women came
forward to say they had been raped by fellow
cadets.
"I thought,'That doesn't happen here.- said
Steinhauer, the Board of Regents chairman for
the University of Colorado.
But it has. The state's largest school is in the
middle of a nightmare involving alleged rapes
by football players, binge drinking and officials
aecused Of looking tht other way for years.
Tlic parallels between the scandals at the
CeldrWo schools are Many — p.urtits of students calling to ask if their children are safe, a
committee appointed to investigate, questions
about a male-dominated culture, stunning
remarks from officials.
At Colorado, football coach Gary Barnett
was suspended for criticizing the athletic ability
of former player Katie Hnida after she said she
had been raped by a teammate, saying she was
a "terrible" place kicker.
At the academy, Brig. Gen. Taco Gilbert suggested alleged victims had placed themselves in
danger: "If! walk down a dark alley with hundred-dollar bills hanging out of my pockets, it
doesn't justify my being attacked or robbed, but
I certainly increased the risk."
Col. Laurie Sue Slavec was also criticized
for saying she never saw a "true rape" while she
was in charge of discipline at the academy.
Gilbert, Slavec and other top commanders were
ousted last summer and the school near
Colorado Springs is undergoing sweeping
changes.
"Denial is not part of the game plan of the
new leadership," academy spokesman Johnny
Whitaker said. "Anybody out there who is
denying it just doesn't know the facts. I imagine
they are dealing with some of the same issues at
the University of Colorado."
So far, no one has been ousted at Colorado,
though Barnett's job security depends on the
results of an investigation into recruiting practices. Colorado football players or recruits have
been implicated in at least seven alleged rapes
dating to 1997.
"This is a cultural problem all the country,
just like at the Air Force Academy," Steinhauer
said."We would have this problem with or
without the football team."

The athletic department has been the center
of the controversy at Colorado, but it also has
played a role at the academy. The Air Force athletic director stepped down when officials limited his authority amid claims that athletes
received preferential treatment in sexual misconduct investigations.
Gordon Gee, a former Colorado president
and current chancellor of Vanderbilt University,
said so much pressure is put on coaches to win
that they cannot stay true to ethical principles.
Gee, who compares college athletics to an
arms race, eliminated Vanderbilt's sports department, putting all the teams under the control of
regular university staff.
"I want to be able to watch a football game
on Saturday afternoon and be able to sleep
Saturday night," he said. "There are few presidents of major universities who can do that."
Victims' advocates say sexual assaults are
underreported, whether they involve college
students or not.

"One of the reasons many rape victims don't
report is a lot of personal shame, some amount
of self-blame for what occurred," said Can
Davis, executive director of a Colorado Springs
organization that became a haven for academy
cadets who said they were assaulted.
Davis said when people start reporting, victims begin to realize they are not alone.
Hnida said reading about the Colorado scandal helped her decide to come forward. Davis
said she thinks the same thing would happen at
other schools if rapes were publicized.
"The dirty little secret is that you just need to
scratch the surface at colleges across the country to unearth a big stack of sexual assault allegations," said Scott Berkowitz, founder and
president of the Rape. Abuse and Incest
National Network. "Every college administrator
I have spoken with acknowledges with a wink
and a nod that the campus sexual assaults are
underreported."
— ROBERT WELLER

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
I read sports editor Scott
Nanney's comments on the poor
sportsmanship displayed by some
of Austin Peay's fans last Saturday
night. I have also heard the views
of others who attended the game in
Clarksville. While the behavior of
those fans is a sad commentary on
our popular culture, it has become
the norm in most places.
We who live here in
Murray/Calloway County do not
have to become the norm. It is up
to the leaders of our institutions to
discourage poor sportsmanship at
sporting events. I work at
Calloway County High School and
am pleased to say that it has
become our school policy to
remove any displays of poor
sportsmanship that can he controlled by our school.
I have had the pleasure ot
attending Murray State Basketball
games since 1967 and I would
have to say that we have treated
our visitors much better that we
have been treated on the road
That needs to continue.
One thing that has bothered me
while attending games this year is

the taunting of opposing players
who have fouled out of the game.
When the university plays the "Na
Na Na" song after a player has
fouled out, by any reasonable person's definition, that is taunting.
This behavior makes anyone
attending the game look bad, and
that's me too. I respect MSU's
opponents. If Austin Peay should
become the lone representative of
the OVC in this years NCAA tournament, then I will be thrilled to
seen them win. I will be less than
thrilled for some of their fans.
Good luck to coaches Williams
and Cronin for the rest of the season!
Dan Thompson
Murray, Ky.
To the Editor.
As we go thru another session
of the General Assembly, the special interest groups for expanded
gambling are again pushing for an
expansion of gambling in
Kentucky. They like to paint the
picture that an expansion will
solve all our budget problems.
Government has the responsibility to raise tax revenue in a fair

and across the board manner.
Raising tax revenue thru gambling
is taking advantage of the weakminded among us. A study of lottery ticket sales shows that a large
portion of sales come from people
whose income is near the poverty
level. If they require government
assistance to make up income lost
thru gambling, what is the gain for
the government?
There is another gamble which
many are taking with dire eternal
consequences. Many have fallen
for the phony doctrine of evolution
and have become rather ignorant
of God. Dr. Henry Morris studied
the mathematical probability of
evolution being able to produce
complex life from a simple cell.
He concluded that the probability
of producing a 200-component
integrated functioning organism by
mutation and natural selection just
once, anywhere in the world, in all
of assumed expanse of geologic
time, is less than one chance out of
a billion trillion. For life to
evolve, it would require successive
generations of positive mutation.
The problem for evolution is that
in the real world most mutations

that occur are detrimertal to the
development of complex life.
The Bible reveals God to
mankind and gives our responsibilities to God and to our fellow man.
It also gives the penalty for failure
to seek the proper relationship with
God. Revelation 20:15 says "And
whosoever was not found written
in the book of life was cast into the
lake of fire." Many do not seem to
realize that death is not the end of
it all, but merely a pause until the
day of resurrection and judgment.
If you have an opinion on
expanded gambling in Kentucky,
call 1-800-372-7181. If you are
not interested in taking the ultimate gamble, go to church and
seek the proper relationship with
God. Eternal life is the most precious gift that is offered to
mankind. If you would like to see
the price that was paid for it, watch
the movie, "The Passion of The
Christ."
Sincerely,
Thomas Collins
Murray, Ky.

General Assembly

House passes medical
malpractice legislation

MP

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
House passed legislation Friday
aimed at providing relief to doctors
from rising malpractice insurance
costs.
It would create a mutual insurance authority to sell malpractice
coverage. It also would set up pretrial reviews of malpractice claims
with the intent of ferreting out frivolous cases.
The House debate was politically
charged before a 70-19 vote that
sent the measure to an uncertain
future in the Senate.
Democrats said the bill would
inject competition and stability into
malpractice insurance market. They
said it also would make insurers
accountable for rates and drive
down court costs.
Many Republicans predicted the
bill wouldn't solve the problem.
They urged Democratic leaders to
take up a Senate-passed Republican
alternative that calls for a constitutional amendment.
If ratified by voters, the amendment would empower the legislature
to limit awards for "noneconomic"
damages — pain and suffering and
punitive damages — and to institute
an arbitration system.
Rep. Robin Webb, D-Grayson,
challenged critics of the House bill
to show that capping jury awards
would lower malpractice insurance
rates.
"It's a ruse," she said. "It's been
a political issue. It's not about solv-

Fletcher signs
fetal homicide bill
into law

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Ernie Fletcher signed his first bill,
into law Friday, making it illegal.
in Kentucky for someone to criminally kill a fetus.
Fletcher signed the measure in
his office before heading to
Washington for a National
Governors Association meeting.
The measure cleared the Senate
earlier this week.
Under the bill, a person who
causes the death of a fetus
inside the uterus while committing a crime could be charged
with "fetal homicide." Legal abortions are specifically exempted
under the bill.
Someone found guilty of the
crime would be eligible for life in
prison without parole.
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ing the problem. It's money and politics."
The malpractice issue pits some
influential interest groups: the
Kentucky Medical Association and
Kentucky Hospital Association on
one side, the Kentucky Academy of
Trial Attorneys on the other.
The KMA says rising malpractice premiums are causing some
doctors to stop practicing in risky
specialties and prompting some to
leave Kentucky altogether.
Rep. Rob Wilkey, D-Scottsville,
the bill's lead sponsor, said
Kentucky has more doctors per
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Education on Tuesday in Frankfort.
"We are only half way through the
session. If there are new revenues
for higher education through tax
modernization, then that may alleviate some of the pressure for
tuition increases."
Even with a tuition increase,
Alexander said MSU remains
attractive. The school's board of
regents raised tuition 15.9 percent
last year. With that jump, Murray
State still remained 36 percent
below the national average because
other universities had to raise their
tuitions by more dollars.
Alexander said he expects the
same thing to happen this year:
Murray State will raise its tuition,
but so will other institutions, and
MSU will remain below most of the
others. For instance, the University
of Illinois is raising its tuition 16
percent — similar to what
Alexander anticipates for Murray
State. But 16 percent amounts to
much more for Illinois students —
$900 more a year to attend that university — he said.
Currently, Murray State Undergraduate students from Kentucky

pay $1,472 per semester. Out-ofstate undergraduates pay $4,416
each semester, but students from
certain areas in Illinois, Tennessee,
Missouri and Indiana pay less than
that.
Tuition will likely be on the
regents' agenda for their June meeting. The board of regents meet
Friday, but that's too soon to discuss budget concerns because the
General Assembly is still in session
and too much uncertainty remains.
"It's better for us to wait and see
what our budget perimeters will be
before we make any decisions,"
Alexander said.
State budget woes have also
slowed search processes to fill as
many as 30 vacant positions at
Murray State. Alexander implemented a hiring freeze until budget
questions are answered. Those
unfilled positions account for 168
classes not having teachers lined up
for the fall semester, the president
said.
"Our biggest priority is getting a
comfortable perspective on what
our budget will be next year so we
can lift this freeze and move forward with filling these positions,"
he said.

Jankville: Where Jazz Meets
Funk is the title of the spring concert being presented this weekend
by the MOZZ Dance Company of
University.
State
Murray
Performances will be held in Lovett
Auditorium tonight at 7 and at 2
p.m. Sunday.
Tickets are $5 for the general
public and $3 for anyone with a
valid MSU ID.
Patrons should be advised that
no video cameras or flash photography would be allowed during the
performance.
Members of the MOZZ Dance
Company include the following
Murray State students: Diane Sater,
Beth Buchanan, Reggie Shaw,
Lamonica Hunt, Mark Borum,
Katie Burnett, Brandi Davis, Bailey
Murphy, Dara Metzger, Eryn
Murray, Adam Ellis, Steven
Saunders, Christian Davis, Leigh
Ann West, Kevonna Bell, Venishia
Davis, Hillary Spain, Katie Arnzen,
Nicole Brandt, Bailey Murphy,
Heidi van Ameringen and Sara Jane
Cunningham.
For more information about
MOZZ contact 762-2117 or 7623376.
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West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. will hold a public meeting to
discuss needs of low-income families in Calloway County for the
upcoming year.
The meeting will be Monday at 4
p.m. at the West Kentucky Allied
Office in the Weaks Center.
For additional information, call
Sue Chaney at 753-0908 prior to
the meeting.
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Special to the Ledger
University's
State
Murray
Women's Center, along with the
Disorder
Eating
National
Association, will be presenting the
17th annual National Eating
Week
Awareness
Disorders
(EDAW) February 23-27. The
theme for this year's EDAW is titled
"Get Real."
"Got Real" focuses on the very
real, even life-threatening consequences of eating disorders like
anorexia, bulimia, and binge eating
disorder. More than 5-10 million
females and one million males in the
United States are battling eating disorders. The purpose of EDAW is not
only to inform individuals of this
silent epidemic, but also to encourage persons to get real expectations,
get real information and get real

Ions
This notice paid tor with pubtle dorsal

FREE HYPNOSIS
pnotherapy
Weight Loss & Stop Smoking Hy
Health AwarenessClinics
is providin& therapists to admulister weight loss and stop
smoking, group hypnotic
therapy.
For many _people, this
therapy'educes2to3clothing
sizes and/or stops smoking.
Funding for this project
came from public donations.
Anyone who wants treatment
will receiveprofessional hypnotherapy free from charge.

March 1, 7:30 P.M.
An appointment is not Monday,
Shoney's Inn
necessary. Sign in and imme1503 N. 12th Street
diately receive treatment.
cs
Clini
s
enes
Awar
th
Heal
MURRAY
is a nonprofit organization.
They rely on donations to
day, March 2, 7:30 P.M.
make treatment available to lises
Holiday Inn
those in need. A modest
2910 Fort Campbell Rd.
$10.00 donation from each
person is appreciated.
HOPKINSV1LLE
Sign in 30 minutes early!
HealthAwarenessClinics.org
317)235-6217
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Murray State center 'Getting Real'
about eating disorders this week
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Mip-ray
Kiwanis

111111111111111
Cubs schedules meeting
here on Wednesday

Murray Chapter of IAAP

JO'S DATEBOOK
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor
CUBS(Calloway United Benevolent Services) will
have its quarterly meeting on Wednesday, Feb.
25, at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ,
South 12th Street and Glendale Road, Murray.
Agenda items will include American Humanics
award, Character Counts information, Stroke Group information
and much more.
Lunch will be available for $3 which will support the CFS
Group. Please e-mail mhansen@calloway.k12.ky.us by Monday,
Feb. 23, if you plan on eating.
Announcements were to be sent to Mariette Sydnor at sydnonmariette@basco.com or by calling at 759-1680 by Feb. 20. If
you do not get them in on time, please plan on bringing your
own handouts about your announcements.
Following the meeting, there will be a short meeting for Child
Abuse Prevention Month.
For more information contact Donna Herndon at 753-7784 or
293-8780.

Neighborhood Watch meeting Tuesday
Photo provided

"Chuck Roast - the host with
Photo provIded
the Most" presented a unique The Murray Chapter of International Administrative Association Professionals (IAAP) collected
program at the Valentine din- -Items for LifeHouse as a community service project. Accepting the donations are Wilma Smith,
ner of the Murray Kiwanis client service director, second left, and Carmelita Norvell, executive director, second right, of
LifeHouse. Pictured left is Brenda Kimbro and right, Karen Thompson, IAAP members.
Club. Portrayed by Kiwanian
For more
information
on IAAP call Kay Hays at 762-2234.
Tim Lawrence in disguise,
"Chuck" presented musical
selections and poems dedicated to Kiwanis members
BY TERI COBB
homes.
open for a variety of games and
and their guests.
Activities director
The center offers transportation times. Times are also set aside
Murray-Calloway County Senior on a daily basis from 9:15 a.m. for women only. Contact the cenCitizens are now settled in our to 12:30 p.m. If you live in the ter for more details.
new facility at the George Weaks city limits and need a ride to our
Activities and menus for the
Community Center, 607 Poplar St.. center, the doctor, grocery store, week of Feb. 23-27 have been
Murray. We invite you to check bank or pharmacy, call at least released as follows:
our new facility. Our telephone one day ahead of time to schedMonday events include Armnumber is 753-0929.
chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m., Stride
ule your ride.
We invite you to come and join
Our exercise room is open Mon- with Pride Walkers will meet at
us for lunch which will be served day through Friday from 8 a.m. 10 a.m. to walk at the RSEC,
Monday through Friday at 11:30 to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 Bingo at 12:30 p.m. and Line Danca.m. for a donation of $1.50. Low- and older are invited to exercise ing at 2 p.m. in the gym. On the
lunch menu will be baked pork
fat mlk, coffee and ice tea are at no cost. We also have two
chop, macaroni and tomatoes,
our daily choices of beverages. indoor Shuffleboard Courts avail- green beans, biscuit, margarine
Meals are also sent to private able. Our basketball court is also and ice cream.
Tuesday events include Strength
and Stretch Class from 8 to 9
s
a.m., a devotion by a local minister at 10 a.m., Nursing students
from Paducah Community College
Theatres
will make a presentation on "DealFriday, Feb. 20th • 4 to 6 p.m.
1008 Chestnut St.
ing with Depression" at 10:30 a.m.
NO CHECKS
Sunday, Feb. 22nd • 1 to 3 p.m.
in the education room, and Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP
MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
with Dr. David Outland as speaker at noon. A Mardi Gras lunch
50 First Dates
of chicken jambalaya, rice, okra,
tomatoes, corn bread, margarine
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:35 - 7:25 - 9 ,r
and king cake will be served at
Miracle
11:30 a.m.
Wednesday events include ArmPG - 12:55 - 3:45 - 7:00 chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m., Stride
1406 Garland
2115 Edinborough
with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., and
Eurotrip
!•;pring Creek Oaks
Gatesborough
Pinochle Club at noon. Volunteers
R - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:40 - 940
from AARP will be in the Computer Lab to assist with tax returns
Confessions of a Teenage Draw Queen
Friday, Feb. 20th
for those 60 and older, but this is
Sunday, Feb. 22nd
PG- 1:05 - 3:05 - 7:10 - f 10
a first come, .rst served basis.
4 to 6 p.m.
1 to 3 p.m.
On the lunch men will be lasagna,
Welcome to Mooseport
noodles, tossed sal , garlic bread,
margarine and cook
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:55 - 730
Thursday
events
inclt,de
Strength and Stretch Class at
Barbershop 2
a.m. and Ready to Paint CeramPG13 - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:20 ics Class from 9 to 11 a.m. in
the gym. Taco salad, lettuce, tomaCatch That Kid
toes, refried beans, tortilla chips,
PG - 1:20 - 7:15
1629 Catalina
sour cream and banana will be
1509 London
on the lunch menu.
Butterfuly Effect
Friday events include Armchair
Loretta Jobs Realtors
Aerobics
at 9:30 a.m., Stride with
301 N. 12th St.
R - 3:20 - 9:20
Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Free
Murray, KY 42071
Throw Shooting Contest for men
Phone 753-1492
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB. 24
and women, 60 and older, at 9:30
a.m. in the gym, and open Bridge
C211„1@murray-ky.net
Program Information Call 753-3314
play at noon, always open to new
players. Chicken fried chicken,
mashed potatoes and gravy, haryard beets, roll, margarine and
ambrosia will be on the menu.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.

SeniorActivities

Read the
Community
pages daily

OPEN HOUSE

13TH Annual Storewide Sale
Mon., Feb. 23 through Fri., Feb. 27 from 9 am-5 pm
or Sat., Feb. 28 from 9 am-4 pm

20%-50% OFF
Sculptures 25% OFF
Plants and Trees 20% OFF
Framed Pictures 25%-50% OFF

Calloway Band Boosters plan promotion
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate day on
Tuesday, Feb. 24, at Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their
receipts in the box marked for Calloway Band on the front counter.

AARP Chapter to meet at Weaks Center
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of AARP will meet Tuesday, Feb.
24, in the Senior Citizens area of Weaks Community Center. Lunch
will be available at 11:30 a.m. Dr. David Outland, dermatologist, will
speak at the meeting at noon. All interested persons are invited,
according to Nancy Manning, president, and Al Hough, program director.

Pancake supper for Need Line Tuesday
St. John's Episcopal Church will sponsor a Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper on Tuesday, Feb. 24, from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish
Hall at 1620 West Main St., Murray. A variety of pancakes as well
as bacon and sausage will be served. There is no charge but donations will be accepted with all going to support Need Line.

Alzheimer's group will meet Tuesday
Alzheimer's Support Discussion Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 24,
at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Free sitter service will be given by Shared Care Adult Day Care
Program but call 73-0576 or 762-1537 by Monday at 4 p.m. For
information call Cindy Ragsdale L.S.W. at 762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 6:30
p.m. in the classroom of Health & Wellness Center. For information
call Evelyn Wallis at 489-24-62.

Cardiac Rehab Group will meet
Cardiac Rehab Support Group will meet Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 6
p.m. in the third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For information call Jerri Mjos at 762-1170.

Murray 'tiger Club to meet Sunday

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Sunday, Feb. 22, at 2 p.m.
at Murray High School. All officers, sports representative and other
interested persons are encouraged to attend.

SCV meeting will be Monday
The Fort Heiman Camp #1834 of Confederate Veterans will meet
Monday, Feb. 23, at 7 p.m. in the conference room of First United
Methodist Church. For information call Barry Grogan at 436-2602

Creative Arts Group will meet
Creative Arts Group of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Feb. 23, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Paula Crouse and Janet Wallis are scheduled to give the program on "Spring Bonnets." Hostesses
will be Lillian Robertson, Jo Rae Peiffer, Jean Simmons, Carla Rexroat
and Freda Steely.

WOW Lodge to meet Monday
Woodmen of World Lodge 827 will meet Monday, Feb. 23,
at 6
p.m. at China House.

ClaTURING?
HowABouTAN
ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate' is

3.50%

451)

University Church of Christ Care Corps will distribute tree food
to those in need on Tuesday, Feb. 24, from I to 2 p.m. at the church
at Highway 641 North and Highway 121 Bypass. This is a weekly
service of the church.

Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will
meet Monday. Feb. 23, from 6 to 8 p.m. Peggy Pitman-Munk
e, Murray State faculty member, is Parent Support board chair. For
information call 753-7004.

'Ttes rate vs guaranteed to
,the (es: more and then
;art vtry mcnehly or tan be acted rr fof en! year

-The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing'.
Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-4
101 N. 12th • University Square • Murray
759-1019

Church Care Corps changes time

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent

Prints 10%g-50% OFF
Photo Frames

The Missing Hill Area Neighborhood Watch meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at 61 Gardner, New Concord.

Guaranteed no awe.Ihen
Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
911
.
1:/uOrT?NMSEUN OFc
E wo
ipltth
SOcIETY
HOW OWE OMAHA,NitialiaA'

WINTER CLEARANCE!
6
Days Only • February 23 - 28

1 0% Off

Storewide

°At 30cY0 Oft

In-Stock Merchandise •61,1A?"40.":3
7
;

Select Special
Order Books

NEW ARRIVALS • 100'S OF PATTERNS

Wallpaper
NEW OWNERS
TIM & LORA
MCCOY

Court Square • 7534575

OPEN
MON.-FRS. 10-5
SAT. 10-1

Engagement

Home Department of MWC NospitalMenus
Photos provided
side
Loberger,
Ethelyne
photo, spoke about the trips
planned by Prime Life of
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital at a meeting of the
Home Department of the
Club.
Woman's
Murray
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bott
,
were
s
Hostesse
Jean
a
Vand
left,
from
,
photo
Gibson, Betty Jerge, Virginia
Thomson and Pat Conner.
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am for the menus in the cafeteria of
"Heart-Smart" is the progr
al.
Hospit
y
Count
Murray-Calloway
said the menus are designed following
Anne Newberry, dietitian,
Heart Association and the American
the guidelines of the American
Dietetic Association.
change, for the week of Feb. 23-29
Menus, subject to occasional
s:
follow
as
ed
releas
been
have
stew, *crumb topped fish filet, new red
Monday - chicken strips, beef
oli spears, 'purple hull peas, *tomato
•brocc
.
potatoes, macaroni and cheese
soup.
tine
Floren
*turkey tetrazinni. country style steak, skilTuesday - *stuffed
blend, thrussel sprouts. *baked apples,
-carrot
bean
let fried potatoes, 'green
chicken and wild rice soup.
pork chop. *mesquite chicken. *baked
Wednesday - meal loaf, baked
lima beans. fried squash, cauliflower
*baby
beans,
potato, seasoned green
and cheese soup.
n, pork loin. 'baby carrots.
Thursday - roast beef, *lemon pepper chicke
s with gravy, 'vegetable
potatoe
mashed
,
greens
p
*black-eyed peas, *turni
beef and barley soup.
sandwich, corn pudFriday - BBQ pork on bun, *cabbage roll, fish filet
*chicken noodle
blend.
ble
scapn
segeta
,
spears
oli
*brocc
ding. tator tots,
soup.
*breaded fish filet,
ry
Saturday - chicken and dumplings, salisbu steak, ed yellow squash,
, *steam
pearl
onions
with
peas
*green
,
cheese
and
ni
macaro
mashed potatoes with gravy, soup of the day.
chicken, pork loin.
Sunday - BBQ beef brisket. *sour cream baked
amon apples. 'tender
*parslied new potatoes, green bean casserole, *cinn
spinach, soup of the day.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

Calloway County Middle
Hill and Parker

BirthAnnouncement
Katelyn Brook Starks
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Katelyn Brook Starks

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Brian
Starks announce the arrival of their
new baby girl, Katelyn Brook
Starks, born Monday, Feb. 2, 2004,
at 1:53 p.m. at the University of
Louisville Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
five ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is the former Misty
Ann Camp.
Grandparents are Alan and Cynthia Camp of Murray and Steve
and Sue Starks of Benton.
Great-grandparents are Ron and .
Emma Lou Jones of Somerset,
Henryetta Camp of Murray and
Wanda Sawyers of Benton.
Great-great-grandparents include
Juanita Hatcher and the late Aubrey
Hatcher and Milton and Inez Jones,
all of Murray.

Photo provided

announce the engagement
Mark and Jessica Hill of Possum Trot
er, Misty Cassandra Hill, 1,,
and approaching marriage of their daught
Walker of Paris. Tenn .
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and Dorothy Bogard and the
Mr. Parker is the grandson of Ralph
L.K. and Julia Parker
late
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late Eva Bogard of Murray and
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y Systems.
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High School and is employed at
y
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The
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Mt. Carmel Baptist Churc
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New Spring Items!
at...

RITA'S NEAT REPEATS
All

Hard To Find
Prom Formals - Unique - Feb. 2-Feb. 6
$1
Winter Clothes Go For
13
Feb.
7Feb.
Sack Sale
14
Feb.
e
Gon
l
Unti
Free
m. - 6 p.m.
Open Monday-Saturday 10 a.

r - Rita Wyatt
605 S 12th St.•(270)762-0207• Owne

24
;pi
'are
For

:30
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nt

-changing
Becoming a resident of a nursing home is a life
experience.

ted

lay,
,ses
-oat

of West View
In the past few years, Fay Foy has been a resident
on her first
Nursing Home and like many; she was a bit leery
d to find many
admission. Yet, she has been pleasantly surprise
care needed to
people come to nursing facilities for the extra
regain independence and return home.
West View, I would
"The service is wonderful. Ifit hadn't been for
never have been able to return home."

6

ce for Fay.
Becoming a resident has been a life-changing experien
uraging support
She has returned home, but she still has an enco
system at West View.

V
ii

View and their
"Not a day goes by I don't think about West
exceptional staff"
County
West View, owned and operated by Murray-Calloway
levels of
Hospital, provides 24-hour skilled and intermediate
including
nursing care. West View offers a wide-array of services
in-house licensed therapists, therapeutic diets designed by
registered dietitians, and daily activities provided by state
life-changing
certified activity professionals. To learn about this
.
experience, call West View Nursing Home at 270.767.3660

Fay Foy visits

with Alirsy Liles,

Activity C
oordinator at West

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

.itidra J. Dick — Administrator
Dr. Robert Hughes — Medical Director

HOSPITAL

West View Nursing Home

.murrayhospital.org,

270-767-3660 • www
1401 South 16' Street • Murray. Kentucky •
4

•,-
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Lakers edge Hickman, 44-42
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
There's the old saying that you
can't judge a book by its cover.
The Hickman County Falcons
are no different. Despite their 1113 overall record, the Falcons gave
Calloway County all they could
handle, and then some, on Friday
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
But thanks in part to two vital
periods, the Lakers (18-6) were
able to fight off the Falcons to
come away victorious in dramatic fashion, 44-42.
Calloway was led by a gamehigh 16 points from Terry Adams,
while Roger Jones dumped in 10
points. Adams also grabbed a teamhigh 11 reboonds for a doubledouble.
Hickman County was led by
13 points from Brandon Mason,
while Jarrod Burgess finished with
10.
Calloway head coach Terry Birdsong said that was the kind of
game that he expected from a
feisty Falcon club.
On the flipside, he wasn't
impressed with the kind of game
his Laker squad showcased, especially in the early going.
The Lakers committed nine firsthalf miscues and shot just 8-of22 from the field while trailing
24-21 at halftime.
"I thought we stood around in
the first half. We looked out of
sync, Birdsong noted. "Hickman
played four or five different defenses against us. We've seen them
all, and we just stood around and
dribbled too much."
Despite some team controversy
that occurred in the Hickman camp
this week with the departure of
some players. Falcon coach Billie
Prince was happy with the effort
his team put forth.
It was a pretty nice game for
u‘. but we can't settle for that,"
he said. "We have had some things
to battle and go through as a team.
Our guys came in here focused.
MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times photo
Sure, we're a little better than our
County's record, but we're looking to peak
Calloway's Terry Adams (23) gets his shot blocked from behind by Hickman
to
improved
Lakers
The
on.
looks
Walker
Logan
teammate
at the right time."
Laker
as
Brandon Mason (21)
Falcons.
visiting
the
over
triumph
Adams, a senior guard. drained
44-42
narrow
Friday's
with
season
18-6 on the

Bench sparks Lady Lakers
to easy win over Hickman
LADY LAKERS 53
By SCOTT NANNEY
Hickman Co. 31
Sports Editor
31
20
11
5
has ing been a part of sue- Hickman
53
21
39
7
cesstul teams as both a player and Calloway
Yates
Hickman (31) — Baker 7. Ward 7,
coach. Scott Siv ilk knows all too 5. Bizzle 4, Watson 4 Caksackkar 2, Smith
well the importance of a good 2 FG: 11-36 3-point FG: 2-8 (Ward. Yates)
FT: 7-13 Record: N/A
bench.
Calloway (53) — Taylor 13, Radke 11. Dial
The tallow ay County head
10 Fox 9, Loveless 3, Moms 3. B Ross
coach put that theory to the test 2. K. Ross 2 FG: 23-51 3-point FG: 2again Friday night. relying heavi- 11 (Fox 2) FT: 5-9 Record: 11-13
ly on a deep pool of reserves to minutes of play, hut trailed only
lilt the Lady Lakers to a 53-31 3-0 before Kelly Taylor connectbliiw out of isiting Hickman Coun- ed on a jumper from the left basety at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
line at the four-minute mark.
Three Calloway, resery es dentEarly foul trouble forced the
ed the scorehook. led by Carrie CCHS starters to the bench, makRadke's. I I points as the Lady ing way for Radke and the reserves.
Lakers shrugged off a slow start
Radke immediately paid divito shoot 45 percent (23-of-51) dends, scoring five of the last
while holding the I.ady Falcons seven points of the quarter to sinto just 30 percent ( LI-of-36) shoot- gle-handedly put the Lady Lakers
in front for good at 7-5.
'We weren't scoring a lot early•
The 5-foot-9 junior's putback
in the game. but our bench came with 1:53 remaining in the first periin and held (Hickman) at bay." od ignited a 10-0 CCHS run that
Si' ills said. "Carrie Radke played spanned the first and second quara great game for us. and Andrea ters. The home team went on to
LoYeless did a good job. Those extend its lead to 21-11 at the
kids came up big for Us—. Our halftime break.
The Lady Lakers effectively put
bench is going to be key down
the game out of reach in the third
the stretch."
.The Lady.. Lakers (11-13) failed period, opening up a commanding
to find the basket in the first four 30-13 advantage on the strength

of a pair of 3-pointers by Kalyn
Fox.
Calloway continued to pour it
on with a pair of layups from
Radke and Chelsea Morris and a
three-point play by Loveless as
the Lady Laker margin reached
20 (39-19).
"Fox's two big threes really got
us going," said Sivills. Our kids
are starting to play better offensively. We're starting to run our
offense, and we're becoming more
patient. Patience will be a big key
for us the rest of the way."
CCHS carried a 19-point bulge
into the fourth stanza and closed
out the easy victory by outscoring Hickman 14-11 in the final
eight minutes.
Taylor paced the Lady Laker
attack with 13 points. Shameka
Dial followed Radke with 10 points
and Fox added nine.
Shaquita Baker and Jacklyn
Ward tied for team scoring honors for the Lady Falcons with
seven points apiece.
The Lady Lakers return to the
court on Monday night at Graves
County before hosting Ballard
Memorial in their regular-season
finale on Tuesday.

LAKERS 44
- Hickman Co. 42
42
24
30
14
Hickman County
44
34
21
07
Calloway County
Hickman (42) — Mason 13, Burgess 10.
Glasco 6 Rushing 6, Pruitt 4, Boaz 3 FG:
18-39 3-point FG: 2-6 (Boaz Rushingr)
FT: 4-8 Rebounds: 19 Fouls: 16
Calloway (44) — Adams 16, Jones 10,
Futrell 8, Salinas 8 Walker 2, Barrow 0,
White 0. Hargrove 0 FG: 15-37 3-poInt
FG: 4-12 (Adams 2, Salinas 2) FT: 10-16
Rebounds 26 Fouls: 8

a 3-pointer before the buzzer at
halftime that got the Lakers to
within three points. Calloway
opened the third period on a 9-0
run and built a 29-24 lead after
Adams buried a bucket.
Calloway closed out the third
quarter with a 34-30 advantage,
but watched as Hickman hopped
back into the game. The Falcons
tied the contest at 38-all on a
deep three by sophomore Justin
Boaz with 2:43 to go.
Calloway finished out the fourth
quarter hitting 6-of-8 shots from
the free throw line, including 4of-6 from sophomore guard Chase
Futrell, who hit 1-of-2 free throws
to give CCHS a four-point advantage.
The Lakers as a whole shot 62
percent, going 10-of-16 from the
line.
Because his number is called
so many times late in the game,
and because his foul shooting
lacked early in the season, Futrell
took shooting from the charity stripe
to an extreme by tossing some
200 free shots every day.
"Every day, as a team, we will
shoot five minutes of free throws.
And every morning of a game,
we'll shoot 30 to 40 minutes as
a team," Futrell said. "I, myself,
take it a step further and shoot a
couple hundred on my own."
• Futrell finished the game with
eight points, six of which game
in the fourth. He tied Aitor Salinas..who sparked the Laker offense
off the bench with eight.
Calloway's senior night will be
Tuesday when the Lakers play a
girls'-boys' doubleheader against
Ballard Memorial, beginning at 6
p.m.

ROBERT F BUKATY/AP

St. Louis Cardinals Albert
Pujols speaks during a news
conference to announce the
signing of a seven-year, $100
million contract with the club,
Friday in Jupiter, Fla.

Pujols,
Cardinals
finalize
deal -

By The Associated Press
The St. Louis Cardinals weren't
taking any chances, not with Albert
Pujols.
Not willing to allow him to
become a free agent after the 2006
season, the Cardinals gave him a
$100 million, seven-year contact
Friday that includes a team option
for 2011 that could boost the deal
to $111 million.
"One of the best moments of
my life," Pujols said during a
news conference in Jupiter, Fla.
Pujols, 24, he hit a major
league-best .359 last season with
43 homers and 124 RBIs. The
first baseman/outfielder led the big
leagues with Si doubles and was
second to San Francisco's Barry
Bonds in National League MVP
voting.
All at the bargain price of
$950,000.
"This deal not only recognizes
Albert for his accomplishments
over the past three seasons," general manager Walt Jocketty said.
"But all along, we felt that it was
important to retain a player such
as Albert who came up through
our farm system, and see to it
that he remained a part of the
club's nucleus well into the future."
Since arriving in 2001 Pujols
has hit 114 homers, matching
Ralph Kiner's record for most by
a player during his first three seasons. He is the only player in
major league history to bat .300
or better with 30 homers, 100
RBIs and 100 runs scored in each
of his first three seasons.
Pujols is just the ninth baseball player to receive a $100 million contract.
"The money will mean something in a small way with my
family. but it won't change the
way I play baseball." he said.
In Kissimmee, the Atlanta
Braves started workouts in an
unfamiliar position: as underdogs.
Following the decision to cut
payroll, and the loss of Gary
Sheffield, Greg Maddux and Javy
Lopez, it appears Philadelphia and
the World Series Florida Marlins
could end the Braves' streak of
12 straight division titles.
"Everybody thinks we're going
this year, which is the same
down
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo
thing I heard when I came to
Calloway senior guard Katie Ross defends against Hickman
camp last year," Braves pitcher
County's Kelsie Humphreys (21) during Friday's action at
Russ Ortiz said. "That's really
Jeffrey Gymnasium. The Lady Lakers grounded the Lady
kind of crazy when you think
about it."
Falcons 53-31 to improve to 11-13 on the season.

'Brads drop opener at IIAB Cats join list of top foes for Auburn
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Murray State Thoroughbreds
dropped their 2(X)4 season opener, 15-8. to Conference USA member Alabama-Birmingham Friday night at Young Memorial Field.
Mar held a 3-0 lead heading into the bottom of the fourth
inning, but surrendered two runs each in the fourth and fifth
frames, six in the sixth and five more in the seventh.
The •Breds managed a single run in the sixth and two each in
the seventh and eighth innings, but it wasn't enough. Four Murray batters had two hits in the contest. First baseman Geoff Kirksey's lone hit was a first-inning home run.
Defensively. MSU committed four errors on the evening.
Junior right-hander Craig Kraus started on the mound for the
'Breds.Left-hander John Ross Shelton took the loss in relief, giving up five earned runs while striking out two in one inning.

LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)— Kentucky may not be in the midst of
an undefeated run through the
Southeastern
Conference like
last season. but
don't try con% incing Auburn
basketball coach
Cliff Ellis that
this
season's
Wildcats are more vulnerable.
"Not many people have gotten
to them." said Ellis, whose Tigers
will host No. 9 Kentucky on Saturday. "They are,8-3 (in the SEC)

rro-rrr

S. SAW. -

trailed Wednesday in a 73-56 win
and 18-4. ... They are still, in my 20(X).
over visiting Arkansas, and the
won
hasn't
Auburn
our
consecutive
in
team
premiere
opinion, the
games against ranked teams since team posted its largest winning
conference and the country."
Ellis is optimistic for his team the 1986 NCAA tournament, when margin in SEC play this season.
— even though four of the last the Tigers beat St. John's and Point guard Cliff Hawkins had a
career-high 11 assists and a careersix regular-season games for Auburn UNLV.
"Our backs are to the wall," low zero turnovers.
(13-9, 4-7) are against teams 'in
Hawkins' ballhandling will be
this week's AP rankings. The Tigers Ellis said. "If we are going to get
started that stretch successfully, back in the thing, we need to win key against an Auburn team that
likes to press and trap, Kentucky
winning 80-68 at No. 24 Louisiana against ranked opponents."
Kentucky. which leads the SEC coach Tubby Smith said.
State on Wednesday. Ian Young
"Coach Ellis' teams have always
scored a career-high 21 points off East division but trails overall
by
been
State
excellent rebounding teams,
leader
league
Mississippi
scorer
leading
while
bench,
the
Marco Killingsworth added 20 two games. also is coming off one very solid defensive teams," Smith
points. It was Auburn's first road of its more impressive victories said. "They will trap you in the
win against a ranked team since of the season. The Wildcats never full court."
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SCOREBOARD

Louisville, Cincinnati try
to right sinking ships

•
•

JACK DEMPSEY/AP
Brian Cabral, newly appointed interim football coach at
Colorado, speaks during a
news conference at the Dal
Ward Athletic Center in Boulder, Colo., Friday. Cabral was
the assistant head coach and
inside linebackers coach for
the Buffaloes.

Colorado
names
Cabral
as interim
coach

By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — As they
walked off Louisville's court with
their heads down and their confidence crushed, Cincinnati's previously unbeaten Bearcats were
already aching for a rematch.
In the last few weeks, it's lost
much of its luster.
Two of Conference USA's marquee teams have fallen on such
hard times that they're more concerned about revivals than rivals
as they get set to play Saturday,
-They've lost four out of five,
and we've lost whatever we've
lost," Cincinnati coach Bob Huggins said Friday before practice.
"Both teams are — for our programs, we're struggling a little bit.
For most programs, we're fine."
By local standards, they're both
in one fine mess.
Louisville was No. 5 and had
won 13 in a row heading into
their matchup on Jan. 21. Cincinnati was unbeaten after 13 games
and had moved up to No. 6.
Tbc Cardinals won 93-66, a
victory so decisive that Huggins

DENVER (AP) — The committee investigating the athletics
scandal at Colorado is going to
have to move fast.
The seven-member group won't
hold its first meeting until March
2 and that will focus on organizational rules and open meeting
law requirements. It has until April
30 to get to the bottom of the
allegations of sex, booze and rape
surrounding the football program
— not nearly enough time, according to some.
Retired Maj. Gen. Josiah
Bunting, a member of the independent panel that investigated the
Air Force Academy sexual assault
scandal last year, was skeptical
of the time frame.
"Their first meeting ought to
be this weekend, and they should
be meeting continually,- Bunting
said Friday. "I found at the Air
Force Academy that we kept uncovering more things, creating more
"They might be able conceivably to come up with a preliminary report," he said.
The scandal has grown over
the past month with numerous accusations against the football program involving sexual assaults,
binge drinking and strippers. In
all, seven women have accused
football players or recruits of rape
since 1997.
On Friday, the school appointed longtime assistant coach Brian
Cabral as the interim head football coach.
The panel, appointed this week
by the Board of Regents, has been
asked to determine whether "sex
and alcohol are used as recruiting tools."
The committee members will
likely want to talk with a number of people, from suspended
football coach Gary Barnett and
athletic director Dick Tharp to players, recruits and perhaps the alleged
victims. There are thousands of
pages of depositions that could
be read.
"Anyone who volunteers for
this has to be ready to drop everything and spend a lot of time on
Joyce
co-chair
this," panel
Lawrence said earlier this month.
Asked if she was confident the
work could be done. co-chair Peggy
Lamm said, "We will see how it
unfolds." She said committee members wish they could speed 'up
the process, but declined to answer
other questions.

said afterward that he'd never had
a team quit on him like that. The
27-point loss matched the most
lopsided in his 15 years at Cincinnati.
Neither team saw what was
coming next.
Louisville has gone 3-4 since
that game, dropping to 17-5 overall and No. 10 in the poll. The
Bearcats (17-5) have lost four of
eight and fallen to No. 17.
Forget about paybacks and pride.
Both teams have bigger worries
with the regular season winding
down.
"We just know that it's a sense
of urgency right now," said Cincinnati guard Tony Bobbitt, who failed
to score in an 80-69 loss at Alabama-Birmingham on Wednesday.
"Either we're going to fight out
of this hole that we're in now, or
we're going to stay in this hole."
Louisville is at a critical point
as well. The Cardinals shot only
28.6 percent from the field in a
stunning 71-46 drubbing at TCU
on Tuesday. It's starting to feel
like last year, when the Cardinals
faded at the end — five losses in

Sponsored By -

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

.their last eight regular-season
games.
"We went through this last year,"
said point guard Taquan Dean,
who scored 21 points against
Cincinnati but has been severely
limited by a strained groin. "We've
got to regroup. Once we get back
to being defensive-minded, then
we'll get back to where we were.
' "We haven't been going at it
as aggressively. We really slowed
down, but that goes with being
fatigued. We've picked it up this
week."
Several Louisville players have
been limited by injuries, contributing to the dramatic downturn. Dean has averaged only 6.2
points in five games since he suffered the groin injury.
Francisco Garcia and Nouha
Diakite missed a 62-58 loss at Memphis because of ankle injuries. Leading rebounder Luke Whitehead
missed practice Wednesday and
Thursday after spraining an ankle,
but is expected to play Saturday.
With both teams, effort has been
a problem.

Victor named to NABC;
Lady Racers make tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State forward Cuthbert
Victor, who has been in the top
10 nationally in rebounding and
field goal percentage all season, was
named to the National Association
of Basketball
Coaches' AllDistrict Team,
NABC
the
announced on
Friday.
Victor, a 6-5
RACERS
senior from St.
Croix, Virgin Islands, was selected to the District 7 first-team along
with Matt Frieje of Vanderbilt, Francisco Garcia of Louisville and Gerald Fitch and Erik Daniels of Kentucky.
In his final season. Victor. is
leading the Racers in scoring (14.7
ppg), rebounding (10.4 rpg),
blocked shots (43) and field goal
percentage (.620).
A preseason first-team All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection, Victor has been named OVC player
of the week four times this year.
Nationally. Victor is ranked fourth
in rebounding and 10th in field
goal percentage.
NABC member coaches selected 150 student-athletes from 15
districts, and each player selected
is eligible for the Division I AllAmerican Team.
With the selection, Victor
becomes the 26th Racer to be named
to the NABC All-District Team,
and first first-team member since
Isaac Spencer was selected first-

team in 2000.
MSU has had more players
selected to the All-District team than
any other OVC school. Last season, former Racer James Singleton was a second-team District 7
selection.
Seniors Ricky Minard of Morehead State and Adrian Henning of
Austin Peay represent the OVC
on the District 7 second-team,
along with Scooter McFagdon of
Tennessee, Antonio Burks of Memphis and Chuck Hayes of Kentucky.
Lady Racers clinch
tourney berth
With their 71-43 win over Tennessee State Thursday night, the
Murray State Lady Racers clinched
a berth in the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
MSU (11-14, 7-7 OVC) can
claim no worse than the No. 8
seed in the eight-team tourney,
which would happen if they tied
Eastern Illinois at 7-9 in league
play.
Should Murray State, EIU and
Tennessee-Martin all tie at 7-9,
the Lady Racers would have a
combined record of 3-1 against
the other two teams, Eastern Illinois would be 2-2 and UTM I 3, giving MSU the No. 7 seed.
Seven teams have already unofficially clinched spots in the postseason tournament. Tennessee-Martin and Eastern Illinois are the
only teams in question. Both vying
for the eighth spot. Samford and
Tennessee State have unofficially
been eliminated from tournament
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contention.
The highest seed that MSU can
get is the No. 4 seed, which would
mean that the Lady Racers would
host the first round of the OVC
Tournament.
For that to happen. MSU must
beat Southeast Missouri and Eastern Illinois next week, Jacksonville
State and Eastern Kentucky must
lose their remaining games and
Morehead State must lose at least
one game.
JSU hosts top-ranked Austin
Peay, Samford and Tennessee State,
while EKU visits EIU and Austin
Peay and hosts Morehead State.
Morehead State also visits SEMO
and Tennessee Tech.
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Friday's scores
By The Associated Press
BOYS
Allen Co -Scottsville 77. Franklin-Simpson 67
Apollo 61, Grayson Co 58
Bardstown 76, Whnehted Academy 57
Barren Co 62. Cumberland Co 48
Bath Co 62, Russell 60
Beechwood 64, Villa Madonna 56
Bell Co 85, Cumberland 49
Bethlehem 64. Green Co 41
Bourbon Co. 65. Franklin Co. 55
Calloway Co 44. Hickman Co. 42
Calvary Chnshan 60, Dayton 45
Carlisle Co 76, Ballard Memorial 42
Cavema 72, Central Hardin 46
Clay Co 65. Corbin 63
Crittenden Co 39, Union Co 37
Deming 62. Berea 44
East Carter 57. Fairview 41
East Jessamine 59, Madison Southern 46
George Rogers Clark 90. Augusta 72
Glasgow 62, Clinton Co 60
Graves Co 48. Chnshan Co. 40
Greenwood 65, Metcalfe Co. 51
Harrodsburg 67. Woodford Co. 49
Hazard 85, Pulaski Co 66
Heath 68 Reidland 51
Henderson Co 48, Evansville Hamson. Ind
43
Hopkins Co Central 87, Caldwell Co 62
Hopkinsvolle 89, Logan Co 50
Jackson City 83. Riverside Chnstian 37
Jackson Co 74, Barbourville 58
Jenkins 87, Corclia 80
Knox Central 68, Harlan 51
Lawrence Co 52, Raceland 49
Leslie Co 69. Letcher 59
Lewis Co 72, Greenup Co 70
Lea Catholic 83. South Laurel 56
Lea Paul Dunbar 61. Frankton 57
Lea Sayre 71, Model 36
Lea Tales Creek 56, Newport Central
Catholic 50
Lou DeSales 70, Lou Doss 69 OT
40
Lou DuPont Manual 43, Lou St Xavier
Lou Fern Creek 70. Lou Eastern 69
Chnstian
Portland
Lou.
Lou Holy Cross77.
70
Lou Jetfersontown 79, Lou Atherton 53
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 86. Lou Iroquois
59
Lou Seneca 46. Lou Trinity 40
Lou Shawnee 54, Lou Southern 41
Ludlow 66. Heritage 41
Lynn Camp 66, Pineville 62 OT
Lyon Co 59. Lone Oak 56
Madisonville-North Hopkins 78, University
Heights 74
Manor) Co 67, Hart Co 57
Marshall Co 57, Mayfield 38
Mason Co 84, Harrison Co 62
Middlesboro 74, Cawood 71
Monroe Co 90, Todd Co Central 61
Morgan Co 72. Elliott Co. 61
Muhlenberg North 66. Daviess Co 43
Nelson Co 59, John Hardin 48
Oak Hill Academy. Va, 110, North Laurel 66
Ohio Co 78, Hancock Co. 59
Oldham Co 60, Grant Co 56
Oneida Baptist 78, Williamsburg 70
Owen Co 63. Henry Co 52
Owensboro 48. Breckenridge Co 47
Owensboro Catholic 68. Whitesville Tnnny 67
OT
Paintsvihe 63. Men Central 60

Paris 71, St Patni.* 48
Paul Blazer 66, Pikeville 46
Perry Co Central 77, Knott Co Central 54
Pike Co Central 75, Betsy Layne 57
Powell Co 86. Estill Co 69
Pulaski Southwestern 82, Whitey Co
Rockcashe Co 45. LIOCOMI Co 42
Russell Co 63, Adair Co 58 OT
Russellville 80, Warren East 43
Shelby Valley 54. Johnson Central 50
Somerset 52, McCreary Central 51
South Oldham it, Spencer Co 55
Taylor Co 38. LaRue Co 37
Tug Valley. WVa 69. Belfry 58
Walton-Verona 61. Gallatin Co 51
Washington Co 62, Campbellsville 48
Wayne Co 98, Garrard Co 4.4
Webster Co 64, Muhlerberg South 49
Williamson W Va 56 Sheldon Clark 48
on 52
es
NL
g-IR
Wolfe Co 65, FleminG
Ballard Memonal 55 Carlisle Co 48
Barren Co 70, Cumberland Co 44
Beth Haven 55, Lou Valley 52 OT
Betsy Layne 66, Pike Co Central 63
Boone Co 70. Holmes 46
Bullitt Central 66, Gallatin Co 52
Calloway Co 53. Hickman Co 31
Carroll Co. 76, Trimble Co 42
Cawood 73. Middlesboro 38
Central Hardin 67, Caverna 62
Conner 52. Newport 45
Dawson Springs 67. Lyon Co, 57
Dixie Heights 63. Grant Co 18
East Ridge 55, June Buchanan 32
Fulton City 65. Paducah Community Christian
32
Green Co 68. Bethlehem 60
Hamson Co 81, Mason Co 40
Hart Co 46. Manon Co 32
Heath 39. Rel.:Hand 16
Jackson City 49. Riverside Christian 31
Jenkins 86. Cordia 68
LaRue Co 65. Taylor Co 45
Lea Catholic 58. Jackson Co 51
Lea Paul Dunbar 67, Frankton 53
Lea Sayre 33, Lou Brown 29
Lou Assumption 54. Meade Co 26
Lou Christian Academy 63. North Bullitt 25
Lou Jeffersontown 55. Lou Atherton 46
Lou Ky Country Day 52, Frederick Ffaize
18
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 67. Iroquois 65
Lou Presentation 86, Lou. Doss 48
Lynn Camp 53. Pineville 47
Madison Southern 68, Williamsburg 47
Magolfin Co 75. South Floyd 73
Marshall Co 63, Mayfield 26
Monroe Co 60, Todd Co Central 43
Nelson Co 53, John Hardin 49
North Oldham 60, Eminence 27
Notre Dame 66. Pyle 34
Owen Co 33, Henry Co 30
Owensboro Catholic 51, Whitesville Tnnity 48
Pans 60, Fleming Co. 46
Raceland 49, Menifee Co 37
Russell 68, Bath Co 33
Russell Co 70, Adair Co 39
Scott Co. 70. Bullitt East 68
Simon Kenton 54. Scott 40
South Oldham 69. Spencer Co 34
St Henry 49. Calvary Christian 47
Washington Co 66. Campbellsville 30
Wayne Co 55. Garrard Co 44
Williamstown 46, Lloyd Memonal 42
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• The Murray Youth Sports Association (YSA) has added
local
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tion
registra
fee
late
no
al
addition
21 as an
to register
youth baseball and softball seasons. Families wanting
Murray Walplayers ages 5 through 18 can do so Saturday at the
store
Mart from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the trailer on the north end of
property.
includes
Registration fee for baseball and softball is $45, which
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continu
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Registr
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and
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the cost of uniform
Co. Parks
be accepted at the offices of the Murray-Calloway
parks
Department next week, Feb 23-27, with a $10 late fee. The
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&
Payne
Eighth
of
corner
office is located at the
can
In addition, those wishing to coach, sponsor or officiate
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at
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informa
further
receive
and
also register
signup.
league
For further information, please call Tab Brockman, YSA
.
3-5171
270-75
at
hours
s
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daytime
president, during

Dr. Charles F. Winkler

GROUP
PURCHASE CANCER remen
ts of the

Dr. William A. Conkright has met the requi
American Board of Internal Medicine and is designated a
LOGY.
diplomate certified in the subspecialty of MEDICAL ONCO
UP
OFFICES FOR PURCHASE CANCER GRO
ARE LOCATED IN:
PADUCAH, MAYFIELD AND
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Monday, Feb. 23 af 7:15 p.m.
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Dr. David C. Ginn

From Dr. Charles F. Winkler and Dr. David C. Ginn
and the staff of

girls
•Tryouts for the MCCSA Flames, a competitive/select U-16
outeither
21,
Feb.
y,
held
Saturda
be
traveling soccer team, will
p.m. Girls
doors (weather permitting) at 1 p.m. or indoors at 6
interested
whose birthdays fall after Aug. 1, 1986 are eligible. If
759-1006
and for more information, contact coach Jim McCoy,
(work).
74
762-42
or
(home)

Racers
vs.
Texas A&M Corpus Christi

Dr. William A. Conkright

Call 1-800-866-4465
.
to schedule an appointment or consultation
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Internal Medicine
All of our physicians are board certified in
1 10
and Medical Oncology.
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Lake elev
I am hoping the recent filling
of Kentucky and Barkley lakes
has helped rejuvenate the shad
populations.
Of course, the elevations are
now back to normal in the lakes
at 354 feet. There is still approximately 20 feet of river elevation
that is yet to come down. That
could possibly come this week, if
the Ohio and Mississippi rivers
are down enough
to receive it.
According to
and
Willie
Martha Jackson
and their grandson. Dan, the
lake is well populated with seagulls. The seagulls are very
Fishing
active in their
hunt for shad
Line
minnows.
By Jerry
The Jacksons
Maupin
took Dan out
Outdoors
walking along
Columnist
the shorelines
Wednesday.
They enjoyed the beautiful sunshine, the rocks and the shells of
snails. mussells and crawfish. The
myriad of gulls were actively ,feedirpt! with great enthusiasm on some
type of baldish.
This is what I hoped would
!woven when the lake filled to
11111111CT capacity. We really need
the shad baitfish in numbers now
so that our resident gamefish can
he well fed when it comes time
to Taw n in the spring.
Flie extreme cold on the great
lakes has forced most of the gull
and the geese population down to
this area and below. I'm sure many
of you have wen t(iem in parking lots all over Murray and in
the green wheat fields around Hwy.
)4 East.
I counted over 22,(XX) gulls in
one area, just a couple hundred
yards from the highway. I made
a couple of pictures to show the
gathering. But as I moved back
into traffic. I saw the ultimate
gathering of gulls. They were so
tha- k • that it would have been hard
to count them, even by refuge
te‘hniques!
These gulls are extremely large

and tough herrings. They dominate where they decide to settle.
After the severe cold front passed
through the area, those gulls moved
to our lakes to feed and rest some
more.
While they are here, food is
the No. 1 requirement. That food
is our freshly-acquired shad population. Hopefully, there will be
enough to boost our local population after the gulls leave.
The water should clear up fairly rapidly as the movement decreases. This stained — in some areas
muddy — water doesn't really produce many fish, unless there is a
clear area underneath the stained
area.
It doesn't always mix into the
same color from top to bottom.
Depending on the amount of flow
and the bottom configuration, the
stained water will slide over a
creek bed of clear water without
mixing together. The stained water
is generally warmer, and it will
remain on the surface.
Some of our local anglers have
been taking some very nice-sized
crappie on minnows and jigs, but
they seem to find the smaller crappie much more aggressive. The
smaller ones are fun, but they are
our future crappie and need to be
treaded kindly. Please release them
safely!
When we have a complete
change in the water during a threeweek period, it is a fantastic time
to catch any type of fish. Nature's
way constantly amazes us with
what we see and are allowed to
do.
Obviously, the crappie are hungry. If they weren't, they wouldn't bite. But the feeding times persist. They are still accurate, even
under terrible conditions.
The fish eat whenever food is
in front of them, and only when
the moon is in the right position.
I know there are a few exceptions — but only a few!
The water temperature should
move back into the 40s during the
day and slowly begin to climb. I
expect to see a major move from
our gamefish very soon. The major
timetables all come during the daylight hours. The sunshine can warm
the water by as much as four

y the sauger,
Jerry Faiirchild (left) and Brian Kruse displa
fishing with
while
t
caugh
they
crappie and rockfish stripers
n.
Maupi
Jerry
Ledger & Tlimes columnist

with their mother,
Taylor (left) and Megan Brenner fished
n at Kentucky
Maupi
Jerry
nist
colum
Penny, and Ledger
full of bluegill.
Beach Resort. They caught a cooler

lose his lure. They are so powerful anyway, and then you stick a
barbed hook into their lip! You
best hang on to your tackle at
that point. They can strip a line
with the best of the bass, so don't
underestimate a catfish. Use light
line.
Look at the line strength the
catfish rods are baited with. The
norm for most catfish anglers is
20 pounds or more.
I didn't catch fish on my spinnerbait, but I enjoyed throwing it
so much that I didn't change. A
lot of the fun comes from having
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ber,
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able to slip out for a
are so large that an angler will have been

degrees, so you may need to wait
for the warmer water in order to
see fish movement.
Sometimes it works the same
way during the fall months. I think
the warm blanket on top of the
water activates the baitfish first.
Kenlake Marina is still open
for business. I spoke with Kenlake owner Mike Romano about
some new boats. He said that they
are going to have some new models available for rent. Those boats
will have dual seats up front for
crappie fishing. I think livewells
and storage areas, which will also
be featured on the boats, make
for very nice rentals.
I threw a spinnerbait one day
for a short while, just to get the
feel of it again. I love a spinner.
They do catch a lot of fish. It's
not always a bass. Sometimes I
get into an area where the pickerel are bedding, and they will
stretch your string real quick!
Another good species is the catfish. There are three different kinds
of catfish that will spawn about
the same time. When they gather,
they seem to lose their mild-mannered ways. They will strike on
an artificial lure with reckless aban-
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Waterfowl hunt
As a relative newcomer to the wide
\wild of waterfowl hunting. I can hardly imagine the tremendous days of yesicrsear when the sky was blackened by
great migrating flocks
of ducks and snow-covered fields full of Canada geese.
All I know is that
the last great year for
Kentucky waterfowlers
was 2000. I joined the
ranks of waterfowlers in
2001.
During the 2001-02
In The
season, those in the
Field
know kept saying it was
a "bad" season. I susBy Kenny
pected that any season
Darnell
would seem had comOutdoors
ing on the heels of the
Columnist
2000-01
incredible
waterfowl extravaganza
that took place in the Mississippi Flyway, And so it was that the 2003-04 SC2it
son began with everyone opining that
seaus
previo
the
than
worse
no
be
could
son. Unfortunately, it was.
A had season followed by a worse
season t!ets the finger-pointing going full

steam ahead. After all; if ducks and geese
were here last year, shouldn't they be
here again this year? Unfortunately. the
reasons for the bad seasons are complex
and varied — and the solutions are plain
ol' hard.
The bottom line is that ducks and
geese migrate from north to south in the
fall and winter, much like retirees headed for Florida in their motor homes. The
driving force is weather — the birds will
they have open water.
stay wherever
plenty of food and protection.
Take away any one of these and the
birds will begin to move. If the open
water freezes and snow covers the feeding fields, the birds will move south until
they again find water, food and shelter.
That simple equation has been complicated by changes in weather patterns
over the past few years.
The push of arctic air that always brought
snow cover to the midwest by the middle of December now arrives in late January — just as the waterfowl seasons are
ending. In addition to natural changes,
man-made changes in the form of refuges
and more efficient agriculture also lump.
up the dough:
Thanks to a string of refuge areas all
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States may, with USFWS approval, set
seasons to run from the Saturday nearest
Sept. 24 to the last Sunday in January
for hunting ducks.
The trick is that Kentucky is only
allowed 60 days within that time frame,
so our season is already pushed as far
back on the calendar as possible.
Goose seasons are slightly more complex. Kentucky is allowed 66 days that
can extend to Jan. 31 — the exception
being Fulton County, which for some
strange reason is the only county with a
season that extends to Feb. 15. Extending the goose season until Feb. 15 for
all of Kentucky would mean the difference between feast and famine if the current weather patterns continue.
This may not be possible, however.
In the past, some states including Kentucky had the option to give up nine
days on the front end of the duck season in order to extend the season until
the end of January. This option is no
longer available, however. Kentucky could
split the season into two segments if desired.
but even that offers little prospect of help.
Everything that our state wants to do
regarding migratory birds — even within the allowable framework — must be

"Your Full-Service Primary
Eyecare Provider"

GOLF MART OF MURRAY
615 I South 12th St., Murray • 270-759-5711
Under New Management - Locally Owned & Operated - Mgr. Tony Thomas

24-HOUR EMERGENCY CARE

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.•759-2500

reviewed and approved by the USFWS
This makes the process of change difficult at best.
On top of everything else, waterfowl
populations run in cycles and are at the
mercy of spring and summer conditions
in the critical northern breeding and nesting areas. Duck populations have peaked
approximately every 10 years from 1960'
to 2000. The exceptions have been Pentails and Black Ducks, which have declined
steadily and dramatically since 1955.
The good news is that Mallards are
currently on an upswing, hovering around
their long-term average population of eight
million birds. If the current weather patterns hang around, it is conceivable that
the USFWS will shift the seasons into
better alignment.
The process will be slow' and deliberate, however, with each state ferociously
defending its own territory. Even in the
best of scenarios, the end product will
most likely be a compromise that will
fall short of what Kentucky waterfowlers
want.
Until then, pray for wet springs and
summers in Canada and for lots of snow
north of the Ohio come December.
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Prices
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scab,
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ears mai track,:

along the Mississippi Flyway that provide open water, food and shelter in abundance, the birds need not move as far
and as often as in the past. Migrating
birds simply fly from one refuge to the
other, staying put as long as conditions
will allow.
Modern large-scale agriculture has
removed many of the potholes, sloughs,
ponds and other resting places along the
flyway while leaving less grain behind to
fuel the hungry flocks. In short, the flyway has shifted to a sort of "connectthe-refuge-dots" pattern.
The effect of the weather was illustrated in dramatic fashion during the 200001 season. The
December arctic blast returned and
dumped snow and ice over the Midwest
a
— right down to the Ohio River. As
Keninto
poured
geese
and
ducks
result,
tucky by the tens of thousands. Finding
ample water, food and shelter here, they
stayed put.
So if we can't control the weather, at
least we can realign the seasons, can't
we? Possibly. But it would take an act
of Congress, literally. Thanks to the Migraof
tory Bird Treaty Act, the framework
the waterfowl seasons are set in stone.
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South has highest proportion of MSU grad's
early deaths from heart disease change lands

By The Associated Press
under 65 years old, a proportion of deaths that middle-aged adults are needed. the C1X said
ATLANTA (AP) - One in six Americans die Centers for Disease Control and
Risk factors include high bloiki pressure, high
Prevention offifrom heart attacks and strokes before they reach cials say can be
reduced.
cholesterol, smoking, diabetc,, lack of ekercise
the age of 65, while those in the Southeastern
Although Alaska (35.7 percent) had the high- and obesity.
states have est proportion of premature heart disease deaths,
"Premature death from heart disease an he Special to the Ledger
the highest the Southeast had the highest region of the deaths. reduced by preventing or treating these risk he.
Patricia Senger. Y. J native of
proportion In Georgia and South Carolina, nearly 24 percent tors," the CDC said.
II CDC study:
VanLk,u‘cr,
oltirnbia,
of
early of such deaths were premature, followed by
Minorities had the greatest proportion of preCanada,
traveled
Murray
State
to
www.cdc.gov
deaths Louisiana(23 percent).
mature heart disease deaths, striking 36 percent of
from heart
More than one in five heart disease deaths American Indians and Alaskan natives and 31.5 University in 1997 to work on a
disease, were premature in'Alabama, Tennessee and percent of blacks. Less than 15 percent of heart master's degree in mass communifederal officials said Thursday.
Mississippi.
disease deaths for whites were premature, the cations and advertising. Since her
Nation-wide, nearly 17 percent of the counBetter prevention, detection, treatment and CDC said.
1998 graduation, a life-style change
try's heart disease-related deaths involve people control of heart disease risk factors
in siiung and
has given her a new appearance that
was featured in January's Fitness,
Mind, Body and Spirit.
Senger, an international footwear
development manager for Brooks
Sports Inc. in Seattle, said she had
struggled with a weight problem
since fourth grade. The 5-foot 7inch tall Senger is now sporting a
new look with a 48-pound weight
loss.
"I describe my former self as a
total couch potato who ate huge portions of fatty foods," she said.
"Through my weight loss program I
have completely changed my life
style and I feel so much better about
myself."
Senger's weight loss actually
Photo provided
began prior to attending MSU.At 18 Patricia Senger, right, is
she weighed 190 pounds. During her shown with a friend in this
sophomore year at college she photo.
switched schools and through her weight she has maintained for 18
friend's encouragement began a step months.
class.
"Altogether, since I began losing
Through her dedication and weight, 1 have gone from a size 18
working herself into five classes a down to.a 6 or 8 now, depending on
week she lost 15 pounds in one year. how the clothing is made."
After graduation from college.
As Senger's day begins, she eats
Senger spent a year teaching English oatmeal or bran cereal with
a
in Korea. During that time she slow- banana. Lunch consists of salad
a
ly began to change her eating habits with tuna and a
frozen Lean Cuisine
by eating many vegetable-based for dinner.
Throughout the day she
meals and walking six miles a day. snacks
on vegetables and fruit.
By the time she returned to the states
"My snacks are the main staple
she was at 160 pounds.
of my eating plan," she said. "Every
"Everyone needs to find somenow and then I will have a sandwich
thing that works for them. For me it
or treat myself to pizza or steak, but
was an adapted plan of Weight
this is not a regular habit."
Watchers, but for others it could be
Senger said she has a whole ney.
something else," she said. "I could wardrobe
that does not consist of
never give up pasta or bread so the any of her old clothes
and gave them
Atkins wasn't an option.
away as an incentive to maintain her
"1 think the most important thing weight.
is to just eat healthy and exercise,"
"I discarded all of my old clothes
she said.
and game them to charities." she
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before October 1, 2004 are
After graduation from MSU said. "I have been told that if you
eligible to attend Calloway County's full day Primary 1 /Kindergarten Program.
Tricia was hired by Brooks, a run- keep those clothes and gain weight.
ning shoe company that features they make it easy to get back into
specially designed shoes worn by them."
many of the National Football
Even though Senger travels interLeague players, John Bon lovi, nationally to promote Brooks'
Willie Nelson and Martha Stewart. exclusive training shoes, she mainOnce she started her position with tains daily 5 a.m. workouts. She has
Brooks she decided to train for a also become involved in extracurricmarathon.
ular sports such as flag football,
While working out and running playing twice weekly' with four
difthree miles a day, Senger noticed ferent teams.
she wasn't losing weight, so she
Recently, she joined the local
started decreasing portions of her crew team.
food. She lost the last 18 pounds
Senger credits her loyalty to her
through Weight Watchers, a current regimented diet
to the strong sup-
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Registration For Calloway County School's 2004-2005
Primary 1/Kindergarten Program

Thursday, February 26, 2004
9 a.m. or 5 til 7 p.m.
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INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

Parents should bring the following items:

WWW.ktbmurray.com

• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

STUART
ALEXANDER

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immuniration
• The student's social security card

port she has with a network of
friends who share this common
interest.
"We all encourage each other.
Actually, it was one of my co-workers who encouraged me to write my
story and send it in to the portion of
'I Did It' in the fitness magazine."
she said. "I sent it over a year ago
and they notified me recently to say
they were going to publish the article."
A perk that came along with the
publication of her article was receiv ing $250."I recently bought a condo
and am using the money to help with
home repairs," she said.
Today as she travels to Brooks'
customers to illustrate new threedimensional models of running
shoes, Senger's new appearance
along with her professional career
has given her an insight to a new
lifestyle that includes eating healthy
and taking care of herself

• An up-to-date Kentucky Physical

(Physicals dated prior to February 1, 2004 cannot
be accepted'

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
ophthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2005.

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.
Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist
Cataract & Laser Surgeon

O

l)
i

MURRAY
MAY FIELD
660 N. 12th St.
Jackson Purchase
Behind Cracker Barrel
Medical Center
(270)753-6272
(270)251-4545
Office Hours By Appointment
1r800-272-9477
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Murray State University will host a free workshop on
March 4, to provide information for adults who are considering beginning or returning to MSU to earn an
undergraduate degree.
The workshop is divided into two sessions designed
to help participants understand the first steps for getting
admitted to MSU. Participants may attend one or both
sessions. Both sessions will be held in the Curris Center
Ohio Room, Session I will begin at 6 p.m. and will
cover procedures and requirements necessary for
admission. Immediately following that, around 7:15
p.m., information about filing for financial aid will be
presented during Session 2.
The workshop is scheduled to end at 8:30 p.m.

Jaclyn Tompkins has always
had a special interest in senior citizens and she has instilled that
interest in her P4 students at
Murray Elementary School.
The students have been working
on a service learning project and
part of the project was to meet with
the residents at Fern Terrace on
Feb. 10 to enjoy an afternoon of
fun. The students made special
valentines for each person who
resides at Fern Terrace Lodge and
they also sang songs for them.
"We chose songs we thought
they would remember like Jeepers
Creepers, Home on the Range,
Bring Back My Bonnie and You
are my Sunshine," said Tompkins.
"The students worked diligently to
learn the words so they could put
smiles on their faces"
"They hug you when they don't
even know you because they're so
happy to see young people," Emily
Bland said
Pictured left to right are Zachary Kondrakto, Sarah Taylor,
"They' sure .ask a lot of quesDonovan Gary-Coleman, Andy Fraher and Logan Foster. They
tions like what is your name and
are visiting with past school teacher Georgia McClure and
how old are you and what do you
want to do when you grow up," reading with her,
said Zachary Kondrakto
she taught school for many years time to load the bus to return to
Beth Courtney said someone in Tennessee before moving to
Murray Elementary but five stuasked if she wanted to be a lawyer Murray. McClure told students
she dents asked if they could run back
like her dad and she told them she likes to keep up with what is going
inside and read to a few more peothought she'd rather be an actor or on in our country and watches the
ple before they had to leave.
a singer. Bland added that some of news every day. She told them
she Tompkins and her students decided
the ladies tried to give her some really likes working in
word search to return to the lodge in April to
dating advice. In addition to books and she also
likes to play play Bingo with their new friends.
singing songs and distributing Rook and Bingo.
While reflecting on the visit,
valentines, the eight and nine-yearMail was delivered to rooms Kodrakto said,"I just can't tell you
old students went from room to during the P4 visit and
Sarah how good I felt inside to think I
room reading books to the resi- Taylor read cards to a resident who
could make the older people smile
dents. Georgia McClure, a long has problems with her eyes. The
so much. They just wanted to give
time resident, especially enjoyed students visited the petting zoo
us their stuff like candy and
hearing Logan Foster read because behind Fern Terrace before it was
movies. I told them they needed to
keep their stuff, we didn't want
them to give us their things. One
lady told me if I wouldn't take her
movie, would I come back some
day and watch it with her. I think
we all did a good job making them
happy. I can't wait to go back and
If you live in McCracken, Marshall or Calloway County. you may be
play bingo with them.eligible for our service,,
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Even though there is no charge to attend either workshop, reservations are required by March 3 because of
limited space. Following the traditional ABC theme, or
Adults Belong in College, it's not just for kids anymore.
The workshop is sponsored twice each year by the MSU
Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach. It is designed specifically for persons who
may have waited for a few years after high school to
enroll in college or those who may be returning to finish a degree following a break in their studies.
To get more information call 762-4159 or toll-free 1800-669-7654. Online browsers may also learn more
about ABC or any of the programs featured through
CE/AO at http://ceao.murraystate.edu.

Murray students visit
Fern Terrace residents

Movie
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Conservative Democrats exerting
influence in Kentucky House
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Movie: Breaking In 11989)

Stanley Wiggles JoJo

WSIN-MIC 4 4

News

News

212 East Main St • 753-1586

Movie: *et "Masterminds"(1997)I

Movie 'Martm's Day"(19134)

Passions 31

WON

16 38 9 10 News (.In Stereo)

INSP

17 83 28

Life

Fellow
Child-

Rick' Lake iN: IC

Oprah Winfrey I News

NBC
CBS

As World Turns

News

Edition

Jeop-

Million- News 11 NBC

Paid

Paid

Guiding Light I

On Air Ryan

John Walsh Show Cross-

Cross

Berens- Shrinks Zoom V Libertys Cyber

Reading Chiford Dragon GED

Ellen Show

Jackie

Static

NBA

NBA

NBA

NBA

NBA

Yu Gi

Mom

Interne% SportsCenter It

TRI. A

Music Videos

Direct Effect

Angel The Thal..

Charmed k

Law & Order 4
In a Fix -;-:

AMC
A&E
FAM
NICK
HGTY

34
35
36
37
43

SPIKE

COURT

44 33..30 23 Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme
—
52 26 21 13 Cosby Cosby Cosby FreshPr FreshPr Haney Hervey Drew
HornDrew
65 32 50
Tom & Jerry
Ed Edo Et Edo Power- Power- Grim ,Totally Gundarn Hain,66 61
Both Sides
Closing Arguments
Catherine Crier

OB(T

67 39

BET Novo

"QUALITY EYECARE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

ClifTV

70 34

Smash Hits ol Country

ISO

WI 71 51

(11 DO)Movie

(Olympic Plaza - Next to Los Portoles)

MAX

NS 72 54

(11 45)Movie: -Basic (2003)

SINON1

II 73 52

lAorie: "Jacfulfle- I 1989) R

DEN

78 31 57

JoJo

FIJI

ies

Movie: .Cisi *re Tone. 'OP

NM

Mi

11'30) Movie

Most Aeon Insurance Accepted

Dr. Douglas W. Payne
Optometrist

Basketball

Chet-

32 51 49' 5 JAG X (Texas Ranger

(270) 753-5507

News-Lehrer

2003 Poker

USA

506 N. 12th St.
Murray

Will
Hickey iCerullo

2002 Poker
Room

2003 Poker

Judging Amy I

Baby

Trading Spaces

WM.You

Clean Sweep

Any Day Now I

Strong Medicine

Nanny

Baby

5th

Cops V Cops I Dharma [Griffith

HYPO Blue K

Cry for Neip: Thurman &cry

• • • 4444 4

Bum-

Poke-

30 52 31 31 Unsolved Myst.

EYES at EYEWEAR

Chang- Magee

Osbourn.Show

LIFE

TOON

News It Ray-

Will

6
7

1VTBS

Blind

FrestiPr FreshPr Horn-

LDFGEF

(Offer exp. 4-1-04)

King-Hill Simp- --.1

Rood
CBS

26 49 27 24 (10 00) MUSK Videos (In Stereo:
28(27,39 14 Law & Order K NYPD Blue 1
29 41 41
Sec
ProWedWed-

9
10
11

701

News

Replay

Fortune'

Horn-

Oprah Winfrey 4

Cosby Cosby

News

Rood

Wayne Brady

Bed Bug Discos- Steel

NBA

News
News .;. Fortune

Parker: Spin

Mass

Drown Job N A 2002-Poker

Enter -

ABC

Street

24 29 26 8 SportsCenter K

News
News

Zoom K. News-Letver

Street

25 30 25

6:30
Fortune

Barney _IClifford Arthur

Inger-

ESPN

6:00
News

Oprah Winfrey V News

MTV

5

News

'

Maury Y

Hickey

11180,-

1956, C_

Dragon Sagwa

Hest of Night

ESPN2

NBAF- 1NBA

Phil

Dr Phil

DraVirtues Lions !Liberty, Shrinks Zoboo
2 3 Brown Brown The 700 Club I Paid
GRC

9 9

Of

Edition IHolly.

7 Al My Children K One Life to Live K General Hospital

;Wiggles

FEB.23, 2004

Guiding Light K

1188.1-ABC 7 7

WDKA-1111 22 16 10
2

Days oh Our Lives

IIIIPT-PlIS 8 8

WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Child-

Coated Leas Exam

koala

Movie: *'; -Satt and Perver'

Movie:,*a The Rocketeer Movie: it* The Big Madre •',"

TNT
TLC

Ii9

'Morons Fror- °ate( Soc.,

Out-Box PBJ

Robe

3

4111,Eye Exam

'106 & Park: Top 10 Live

A-Charier B4Aurray Elocuic
C-MalliocOrn D-Golitry

Y&R
Talk of the Town Bold
WPSO-NBC . 6 6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions k

KBSI-Fox

Tom

-T

Movie:*** Black Gat 1972 'PG:

11/19gles Stanley Rolle

Movie: **'..2 "Hero'(1492)'PG-13 A

'*1W-CBS 5 5

IL

Maggie
Small

r A B C D 12:00[ 12:30 1:00 [ 1:30 2:00 1 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 —5:30
URN-ABC / 2
All My Children I One Lite to Live A General Hospital Judy Judy News News News ABC
951.-ABC 3 3 3
All My Children .4 iOne Lite to Live K General Hospital Maury K
Monte Williams It News:! ABC

All

ILCM

Little
Home

Movie act Oceans Eleven (2001( • Brovir Saga' -sf
Movie: lit 'flesh and BoPe (1993/ Movie: tea,Glory' (1989. Drama, R( BaS'C

4

RIF

BluesRoom

40 Greatest TV Moments

MONDAY AFTERNOON

MURRAY APPLIANCE
Pr,:

Nanny

Looney Looney Scooby Scooby iScooby-Doo

LPED
PECFD

ajah

Dora

COURT

Is 72 54

*DP GT.50E

leak-

Golden

Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme Extreme
Saved- Saved- Movie: Murder Live' (1997, Drama)I Dawson's Creek Dawson's Creek Saved- Saved-

HBO
__.
MAX

TOZ

Dating I MakMad

Rubba- Dora

Duvall

AUTO - MOTORCYCLE - RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME

FP

Dating
Mad

Duvall

Quilts

Smash H Is of Country

Take aLOOK
at Better Eye Care

Wed-

Wed-

Golden Nanny

-

ER In Stereo:I (Judging Amy ti

Rugrats Sponge Max

70 34

owPGT9350C

Music Videos :In Sterer,

ER On Stereo', 1

11Pical

IC MTV

The dryer
listens.

(Sports12003 Poker

32 51 495 Single Single JAG (In Stereo)I Movie Submerged'(2001)Sam Neill Movie: cc ''The Van rn the Iron Mask '(1996, t JAG::
34 54 29 Movie: ***'9 to 5 t191301 Jane Fonda. PG
Mow*: ii 'Xanadv:(1980) PG .5
Movie: The Nutty Professor'"1963( K
35 35 44 27 Paid
Paid
Movie: ** .-Nc Mercy"(1986, Drama': Murder-Wrote
Sam Walton
Murder-Wrote
City Confidential
36 53 36 2 Lite
Feed
Diginion Bey
Rangers Digmion GroLiving The 700 Club tt
7th Heaven .s
Full tist Grow-

BET Morning Inspiration With Brother Gerard

The washer
talks.

[MTV Hits

Baby

Baby

67 39

The Harmony Clothes Care System

SportsCenter -g
2003 Poker

Design- Golden Manny

Jay Jay

Jerry Springer 4

Hugh- 'Feud

SportsCenter ti

lnspir.

Bible

Mis-

Love

Cold Pizza it

BET

753-3500
www.mckinneyins.com

Rockford Files

Hop

'YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE SOURCE'
104 N. 4th Street
(Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

The Price Is Right Young-Restless

HAW-

26 49 27 1 24 MTV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
TRL I
Music Videos
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing The Lost WorldI The Pretender a: Charmed A

'TNT

WOTV-UP14 10 17 11 30 To 13e Announced Enter- illon H.
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 News If Bold
As World Turns

•

Justice Hilibil

IWDKA-WB 22 16 10
K"mg-HiN Sheeted Chapi
Sabrina Sabri- Paid
ESPN
24 29 26B Sports- SportsCenter It
SportsCrinter K
ESPN2 25 30 23
SpenFer Fishing lead Pen (Live)I
MTV

The Center for Continuing
Education is currently taking registrations for two non-credit classes — Introduction to Microsoft
Word and Basics of Web Site
Construction.
Introduction to Microsoft Word
will help participants learn and use
Microsoft's widely used word processing program. Hands-on sessions will include instruction on
shortcuts and ways to customize
documents. The class meets from 9
a.m. to noon on two consecutive
days — March 2 and 3. The course
fee is $65, which includes a manual, disc files and other learning
material.
The Basics of Web Site
Construction class will give participants a hands-on opportunity to
learn and understand how to build
a Web site. Topics covered include
how a Web site is set up, the use of
Web site software (such as
Microsoft FrontPage), the basics
of HTML and how to publish the
Web site. The class meets for three
consecutive Tuesdays, beginning
March 2 from 6 to 8 p.m. The fee
for the class is $65, which includes

Truth

Regis and Kelly

Early Show (In Stereo) K

WON

To Be Announced Good Day Live'

Feud

Feud

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

KFVS-CIIS 12 12 12 12 Breakfast Show

Movie:,, "Happy Grtmore"(1996) Adam Sandler Texas Ranger

Interrupt Report-

Design- Golden Golden

Texas Ranger

JAG Yeah, Baby

51 N (11-45) Movie: "Ballactro ' Movie: "She's Having a Baey"(1986; [Movie: *** ' 9 to 5'(14831Jane Fonda n
Scent-Woman
35 44 27 Amer. Justice
Movie: ** • No Mercy" 1986. Drama) Ikeder-Wrote
Murder
-Wrote
City
Confidential
Amer
Justice
v r t
53 36 2 Famity Family Step
Step
So Little !Furl Has 71h Heaven 'Kiss Switch.- Knock Full the Full Hee. 71ti Hoven • • ---1
f
22 24 1 Max
Dora
Rugrsts Auras Arnold istreet Odder- U-Pick Spoor FAmande U-Pick Arnold Rugrab Sponge1
36 18 Decoml- Sensible Mission Design Design Design- Lind- Design- Homes II Waifs Before Building Curb House

The Center

Rosa

1Staniey Pooh

Rap City: The Basement

Extreme Extreme Star Trek Gen.
Horn-

Seinfeld Senteld Friends

Dragon Dragon Totally
Profiler 11

Dexter

Cops If Cops 3

106 & Park: Top 10 Live

BET

Inside Fame
Movie: a 'uniting Heroes (1995)I Movie: is Bingo'11991)1 Movie: 'Great Bails of Firer i1989i I
Quiet I Mimic Tonna.51 (2001) Wove:is* 'Rad to Percebon 120021 KidnaPP619
On Set
Movie: s So-Oone"11996)'PG-13'I Just Another'
Movie:..:'Panther ,1 19951 Kadeem Hardison
House

Howe _Recess 'Lilo

May*: iii

Recess _Kini
Proud
Tee Banda-(1981)'PG' Movie: 'Empire of the Arts

(Movie: *it "Long Gone"(19617131

(Moyle: "Omer Napes Morey" i1991)

Even

ISrster

ISister

Lizzie

Movie: *it'i 'Cherry 2000','9138)
Legend- (Movie: The Ring '(20021,1
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,senors Li thee ads toe any Mr0( Murray
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ncorrect insertion Any IWor should be reported
'readably so corroceons can be made

DEADLINES
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

es-sr 4k.

.Frt. 11 am.
Mon 11 am
Mon 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

Murray Ledger at limes Fair Housing Act Notice
MI real estate &diction/ herein IS aubart to aw Federal Feu
Houunpt 4,1 which makes it illegal to +eh erne any retractor, lamoration ,e dr...retaliation based 011 race, colorteligion. are. handicap.
tamilui status or national origin. or intention to nab any such pe1eft4Kr• nautanons or discrimination
Steer Laws lord discnmination in the sale rental or a:henna/1g ot
reel e.tete based un tactonor addinun to those protected under led
alai taw
We will knowmgh accept any advertising for real estate which is not
in “Oi•ItkIll ot the Law All persons AR htlell 111/10171leti that All
dwellings ads rimed AR nubble on an espial opportunits basis
Fie runner assistance with Fair Housing Ads ernsing
requiremmts. contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milton
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070
090
100
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140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Piotica
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Eluy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Anbques
Lawn & Garden

439
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440
445
450
455
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480
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490
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500
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520
530
560
570
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Mobile Rome Lots For Sale
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:
" 1Hores For Sale
Mot.
t
Mot:Homes For
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370 ,
pooms For Rent
10 4....
ppRhesnt
Heotusse:sF:
340
320 P
Storage Rentals
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'
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Lauerbo:
390 :
425 Lend For Rent or Lease

hal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Lots For Rent
Farms For Saks
Acreage
Homes For Saaa
Motorcycles & ATY's
Auto Parts
sew, utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Bolas 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

437

$7.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3,44, Alma Run Walim 0 Day Period )
$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND II WILL APPEAR ON
DIE WEBSITE I ND LUBA CHARGE

a• •

I INA ‘1)•-•
;.00 irst Day -id wor•s or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $11 per word per day.

7 •
1:
led
d-.

$25i2,
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

1
to

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday
-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
LOOKING AROUND FOR THE
BEST PRICES ON NAME BRAND

CARPET?

LARGE REWARD for LOST DOG

HOUSE FULL
SPECIAL!!

HOW ABOUT...
$5
9
900
HOUSE FULL SPECIAL!!
Includes 70 sq. yds
mune brand carpel
with slaw warrants
and 7/16" pad

* Over 100 Colors!!
* Name Brand Carpet!!
* Installation Available
* Come See The People
With The Name You Know!
1st Quality Laminate with
20 year Warranty
S1.99 sf rnc Moisture Barrier Pad

PASCHALL
FLOOR COVERING

—Please search for Sissie17 year old, female short-haired bird dog. White with black
mask on
face/ears. No collar. Wandered from home Feb. 14th on North 10th near
old City Park. POOR HEALTH, extremely thin and frail. Numerous
warts/cysts on head and body. Deaf and eyesight failing. May not come
to you, but not aggressive. Call if you spot her, and I'll come
to her. May
be injured, trapped, and/or hiding. Please search back yards, ditches,
highways, creeks, alleys, fields, culverts and outbuildings. Look in town
and outskirts. Willing to pay reward to anyone who finds her— dead
or alive.
753-1164, 978-0395, 753-8050
060

060
Reis Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Hwy.641 at TN/KY State Line

Lowest Price Best Quality!

in the BIG RED Building

731-498-6299
060

Storage Rentals

Storage Rentals

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

CAROL BLOCK, EA
TAX SHOP
300 MAPLE ST., RM 107
MURRAY

270-753-4668
kcblock@msn.com
ELECTRONIC FIUNG &
OUT OF STATE RETURNS
Law Office of

STEVE VIDMER

Help Wanted

LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking
LPNs. Full-time and part-time positions are
available Flexible and vaned schedules are
available.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package. Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
Henry County Medical Center is seeking a
Radiology Technologist. The applicant must be
a registered or registry eligible technologist.
The position is full-time and primarily a weekend schedule.
We offer excellent benefits and a competitive
salary package Interested candidates should
send resume or apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity Employer

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times

MURRAY Real Estate Li
censing class Saturdays
noon-8 00pm March 6May22 el Chamber of
Commerce Hwy 641 Tutton $960 includes books
Payment plan $320 down
weekly pay 564 Phone
270-647-1972, 586-0720
889-0720 ph lax American Career Training Approved School deloisa25 bed Nursing home has
dams er yahoo corn
immediate opening for
CNA & full-time LPN Must
be licensed/certified Call
Anita 731-247-3205
IMMEDIATE opening for a
Grounds Keeper some
maintenance experience
helpful Apply at Lakeside
Campground
8am-5pm
270-354-8157

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

MANAGER TRAINEE
Openings in

060
Help Wanted

LOCAL area.

No experience needed, we train.

NOW HIRING

ROOMMATE 2 rooms to
AS of Feb 14 2004 I Dan
rent $250/month not gas
Galloway will not be re
in New Concord KY, by
sponsible for any debts
the Lake & Pans Landing
other than my own
97: :.1g 8 before 11pm

Monday thru Friday. 2-4 p.m.

EXPERIENCED JOB SHOP MACHINISTS
AND WELDER NEEDED
Machinists must be able to read blueprints and hold close tolerances
Welder roust be able to MIG-TIG Weld Steel Heli-Arc
Aluminum, Silver Braze Copper arid Brass Need to be cert,
tied or capable of being certified
BENEFITS INCLUDE:
'Day Shot
'7 Patti Holidays
'Air Conditioned Shop 'Company Paid Employee Insurance
'Paid Vacations
'4011< Retirement
MAYFIELD MACHINE 8 TOOL
1107 Old Pryorsburg Road
Mayfield. KY 42066
270-247-0501
060

060
Help Wanted

customer
INSURANCE
representative
service
needed. computer skills,
professional, meets public
well, good communication
skills Send information 10
P.O. Box 81 Murray KY
42071
Foreman
LANDSCAPE
Wanted to supervise a
crew of 2-3 people & oversee equipment operation &
maintenance. Experience
is required & a valid drivers license Pay based on
experience and a generous benefits package is
available Send Resume to
Rolling Hills Nursery 3860
US HWY 641 N Murray.
KY 42071

Help Wanted

ATTENDANTSIMODELS
FULL-TIME legal secretary
NEEDED- Paradise Club
with legal experience.
* Spa, natunst facility, no
some real estate & bookexperience necessary, will
keeping experience helptrain Earn up to $1.000
ful Only serious applicants
per week Call (270) 247with a solid background
1140
will be considered Send
EXPERIENCED drywall resumes to 304 North 4th
finishers/laborers needed St Murray KY 42071
270-293-9009

Apply in person

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
EOE

WENDY'S
Now accepting •
applications for
Managers &
Assistant
Managers.
Competitive pay &
benefit package
Send Resume To
2265 County Line Rd.
Melber, KY 42069
or contact
Bobby Spaulding at
(270)559-1862

090
Domestic & Childcare
CLEANING prefer business, good references
Call 437-3164
WILL clean houses Reasonable rates References
437-4064
Computers

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
753-3633

EOE/MF

Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.

NURSE AID/
CNA
Prefer experience
but will train if you
enjoy working with
elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere, good
working
conditions.

www,hmorton@murrayhospital,org

Steaks and Spirits
Est 2001
Experienced Cooks. Bartenders & Servers

Help Wanted

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

' Equal Opportunity Employer
Apply at: Murray Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar St.. Murray, KY 42071

LOCAL Cabinet Business
is looking for paretene day
help Some heaq hft/ng
required Apply at 605 Maple St No phone calls
please
NOW Hiring for ell Poslbons, for all shifts. *PPR,
in person 0 Sonic Drivein. 217 S 12th Street
No Phone Calls PIN"
.

Now accepting
applications for day
servers, hostesses,
full time service
manager.
Apply in person
616 N. 12th Street

1B
pIt

150

Murray Calloway County Hospital is located just minutes from the
Land Between the Lakes, where outdoor activities such as hunting,
fishing and camping are a year round experience. Murray State
University is also located in town bringing cultural diversity resulting
in an excellent place to liie and raise a family. This position offers an
excellent compensation and benefits package.

1-800-544-3172

040

,L . "
"
a

Murray Calloway County Hospital is a leader in healthcare for the
Western Kentucky region. Murray Calloway County Hospital has a
full time opening for Director Medical Staff Resources. The qualified applicant will be energetic, fast paced and willing to work
extended hours. This position requires a Bachelor's degree in management working toward a Master's degree. A minimum of three to
five years' prior experience in medical recruitment, preferably recruitment of physicians. Directly responsible for all aspects of the Medical
Staff function including recruitment, retaining compensating, and
contracting with physicians and mid-level providers. Plans, organizes,
and develops all aspects of practice development for new physicians,
Develops strategies which foster the retention of physicians and midlevel providers. Performs needs assessments as well as responsible for
physician credentialing.

STC
1'HE BULL PE1N

Tills IS AN ADVERTISENII-A I

1:120

Taking healthcare new places.

Call Sunday a 6:00-10:00 p.m.

753-1752

Roommate
Wanted

HOSPITAL

$30K-$35K + full benefit package.

General Practice of Law Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

060

1- A
ne

140
Want to Buy

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519S. 121h, Murray.

Articles
For Sale
INTERNET HIGH speed
Internet
service
for
$29 95/month Call Beasley Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 for more information
KIRBY vacuum cleaner,
Singer sewing machine in
_ahinet 753-1657
REPO Building factory,
has 2 all steel arch style
buildings
for
sale..
1(42X56) never erected.
Must sell! Save thousands.
rail Rill at 1-866-848-1626
TABLE & 4 chairs, 6X12
trailer, standard mattress
set Call 436-6391
WANTED:
Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on High
Definition Big Screen TV
1-:J./ •:-3970
155

1:
a•

2
to
he
a
ra
pl
2,
ar
2:

2
APPLIANCE repair service
& parts Installation available 270-293-8726 or 75955 Chuck Van Buren

COUCH and loveseat for
sale, excellent condition
Cell 270-978-0954
WWW TROTTERSWOODSHOP COM
753-0249
21
Firewood
FIREWOOD: Seasoned or
Green Oak & Hickory.
753-5476
Musical
ACOUSTIC guitar, new
strings. 2 books, $100
753-6095
LOCAL piano teacher
looking for beginner level
students Loves children
Teaches all ages Call
Miss Rnttany at 767-4694
PIANO tuning repair, moving and refinishing used
Baldwin
baby
grand
$1800 270)415-0374
Mobile Homes For Sale

1990 mobile home 14X80ft
Excellent condition $8500
Call 731-660-3243 (Days)
WANTED riding mowers, 4 731-660-5010 (Evenings)
wheeler, go carts that 1993 16X70 Fleetwood
28R, 2 bath, C/H/A,
needs work 436-2867
WANTED.
America's $11,000 0130. Call 767Church of God of Murray 0066 or 753-3297
is in prayer for a place to 2002 Repo beautiful 3
Worship. Needed approx bed, 2 bath, huge master
3/1/04 Please contact bath. 1200 sq ft, 731-584Pastor Allen Wald at 270- 9429
293-7790
2BR trailer for sale or rent
to buy. $1500 In Murray
150
trailer park 270-753-5848
Articles
cell 270-519-8570
For Sale

2 cemetery lots at Murray
Memorial Gardens' Call
753-6533
ANTIQUE
marble-top
dresser, brass bed, queen
PAGLIAI'S Pizza and Italbeds. twin springs, matian Restaurant since 1972,
Taylor
tresses, sofabed, sofas,
is accepting applications
chairs, small tables. mirTruck Line
for Cooks, Pizza Makers,
rors AC units 753-5470
Portland, TN
dishwasher for nights and
CAL-SPA hot tub seats six
weekends. All applicants
Now Hiring
has oscillating lets $575
must apply at Pagliaes 970
753-7353
*owner operator
Chestnut Street. 753CHILD'S single captain's
2975.
•company drivers
bed w/bookcase head*teams
board, medium oak finish,
SECRETARY/INSURthree drawers in the base,
We offer:
ANCE Clerk for doctor's
w/mattress. Excellent conCompetitive pay
office Must have computdition, $150 OBO 759Good Home Time
er skills and excellent per1151
Incentive Bonuses
sonality for dealing with
DirecTV 3 room satellite
people Experience helpful
No forced dispatch
system only $9 97 Get 7
but will train qualified perCall Scott at
channels of HBO Free for
son Cali 759-1116
3 months Call Beasley
866-204-9846
Antenna & Satellite 759SEEKING industrial workESTABLISHED physians
ers 2nd, 3rd Weekends office seeks nurse LPN or 0901 for all the details
positions Positive referen- RN 4 days/week, no week- DISH Network 4 room satces & drugs screen re- ends Competitive salary ellite system free That's
quired Immediate open- limited benefits Send re- right, hook up 4 TV's with
ing Apply in person at 412 sume to P0 Box 1040M 60 channels including local
networks
for
Tyson Ave Paris TN Call MurrayKY 42071
$34 99/month Call Beas270-759-0650
ley Antenna & Satellite
759-0901 for more inforSIRLOIN Stockade now \
111 111:14'1. .111 .111!
mation.
hiring full time meat cutter,
Call us we well be
glad to help.
benefits include health inPARSONS L-shaped Sew.
f.lurray Ledger 8 Times
surance Simple IRA Aping/Serger cabinet wood
ply in person. Monday-Fri270-753-1916
finish,
2
drawers
day 2-4
48X76X18 $100 759-9965

1B
M
'
ly,

4BR, 1 bath 12X60 ooth
12X40 add-on, remodeled,
partial furnished, 12)(16
building $4500. 767-9615.
Serious inquires only.
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2
bath Must be moved
$17,900 759-2316 or 7534022
LARGE 2100 sq ft home
with land Financing available 731-584-9429
LARGE shady lot in the
country with a 1999 Buccaneer 14X56 mobile
home
A bargain 6,
$11,800 753-7516 after
4Pfn
NEW 2004 models Come
by Clayton Homes in Camden and let you tax return
put you in your new home
today' 731-584-9429
READY to move into! 1994
16X60 spiral 2 bed, 1 bath
total electric Home has
kitchen appliances Washer
& Dryer, central air and
new carpet This home
can be yours for as little as
$750 down and payments
as low as $210/month
Home is located on Lot
E13 in Coach Estates
M.H. Park For more information contact Starks Bros
Homes at 1-866-2Starks

2
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•
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Your Home Imprewerned Headquarters

14X70 2 bedroom. 1 bath FORREST View
Apart
PREMIER MINISTORAGE 3 Bedroom, 2 full bath 98 Dodge dually, I Or
on 1 acre lot, yard mowing rnents 1213
N 16th St
*Inside climate control
brick home with carport Cummings turbo these:
included, no inside pets now accepting
applications
storage
newly renovated kitchen quad cab, automatic Mus,
$300 a month, plus depos- for 2br townhouses
basic
*Security alarmed
with some stainless appli- sell, best offer 293-3825
it. (270) 623-6314
rent 5360/ month One
•Safe & clean
ances tile counter tops
2BR in country, stove, re- bedroom $330/month Call
•We sell boxes!
arid an 8 person hot tub
WHITE 1998 Chevrolet S
frigerator, deck & storage 753-1970 Leave Mes•We rent U-Hauls
767-0817
10 pickup, low mileage
burkling. $250 plus deposit sage
"We Specialize in Cleaning 753-9600
3-4 bedroom, farm house,
437-4386 No pets
LARGE 1 Bedroom, fur1 bath, 2 acres, Kirksey
12)
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
nished or unfurnished All
area, updated/remodeled
Apartments For Rent
appliances including wash•Bnck .All External Cleaning
489-2128
er & dryer (270) 759-5885
'Acid Cleaning Available
5
bedroom, 3 full bath, 17FT Alum bass bud!
ALL SIZE LN1T,
1 Bedroom apartments, at or (970) 291-7095
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
spacious
home,
AVAILABLE
wells,
live
new
hard50hp,
depth
LIVE Oak Apts.
appliances at the Oaks
wood throughout, tile bath- finders, trolling motor, boat
Newly Remodeled
David Borders
Apartments Coleman RE
Phone (270) 767-0313
753-3853
rooms, garage and car- and trailer in great condi759-4118
1BR $29000
(270) 527-7176
port,
3000sq ft 1623 Lo- tion $3250 1-859-7972BR $340.00
37ri
1 Bedroom, all appliances
cust
270-759-152
5
270-436-587
or
9521
1
3BR $42500
commerical prop. tor rent
$325 per month,
www kyfsbodirect.com 99 Trtton TR20, 200 merc,
$100 deposit special for
deposit required. 759See local homes for sale fully rigged, nice boat,
qualified applicants
3781.
40X40 METAL BUILDING
by owner new listing. Call priced to sell /436-5228 or
Also accepoting applica1 OR 2br apts near downInsulated, 12 foot high
767-9308 for info
tions for tail
978-0971
town Murray starting at
walls, gas heat, can be
135
753-8221
S200./mo 751-41 09
used for storage or shop,
VISA
Sport Utility Vehicles
1-2, 3br apts. furnished, NEWLY decorated, very $250 per month, one year
nice, 2 BR 1 Bath, all aplease Call 489-2525
near MSU 753-1252 or
pliances, central g/h/a, no
1997 Maroon Ford Explor
436-5141 A AFFORDA
753-0606
NICE Retail office for rent
1BR apt available, all ap- pets 753-2905
404 N 4th St. Suite A er XLT, leather interior, BLE HAULING cleaning
loaded, 88,000 mi 435- out garages, gutters Junk,
pliances furnished. Mum- NICE 2 br, 2 bath, duplex, Shroat Developer.
759- 4414
garage, no pets 436-6357
after 6:00 p.m
rat Realty 753-4444
tree work
3772
1BR furnished, walk to re 753-7457
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULOFFICE
SPACE
FOR
NOW LEASING
Used Cars
MSU available immediateING all around clean-up,
RENT-DOWNTOWN 7531,
2
&
3bedroom
Apts
ly $250/mo/dep 270-994gutters, tree work 4364529
We accept Section
1959
1998 Dodge Stratus 78xxx 2867
8 vouchers
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
miles $2950
A-1 Tree Service
Pets & Supplies
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING
about move in free days.
•96 Mazda 626 $2950
Stump Removal
902
Northwood
Dr
Coleman RE 759-4118
•99 Ford Contour 83xxx492-8737,
Monday,
AKC Saint Bernard pup
2 bedroom bnck duplex
miles $2950
753-3594
Wednesday, Friday
pies
$250
male
$200
fe
family friendly neighbor.96 Jeep Grand Cherokee
Free Estimates
Landscape Designs, Installation and Maintenance'
Phone 759-4984
male
759-2484
Laredo, 4W0 $4900
hood $375. plus deposit
Cheaper than the nursery, with reurs-ery quality!
Equal Housing
AKC Sheltie puppies, 2 •97 Geo Tracker $2950
and references
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Opportunity
blue
murtes
males
•1 bedroom apartment galeft. •80 Ford F150 $1850
Jamie Wade
Free Estimates
Decks, Home Additions,
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Shots & vet check. $250 Wolff Tanning bed, new
rage and fireplace $350
Remodeling,
References
Available
Vinyl
Siding,
ONE
bedroom apartments, 270-554-5748
plus deposit and referenbulbs $750 753-1522
Garages, Pole Barns. Met10 Years Experience
Murray, KY
water furnished close to
res 293-8462
DOG Obedience.
2000 Dodge Intrepid, char- al Buildings. Fencing.
Master Trainer.
2, 2BR apts Northwood campus, No pets Call
coal 73 xxx 753-6437
Quality Workmanship.
753-5980
436-2858
area All appliances fur2001 Grand Prix, spoiler Licensed
RED OAKS APTS.
LAB puppies chocolate
nished_ Call 293-6968
warranty $6800
753-7860 753-1194
Special
AKC, OFA, Big block
26R apartment in North.2000 Explore XIS, 4X4, AFFORDABLE Mower
$100
Deposit
heads, 1st shots &
wood $350/month. 759warranty $8800
repair, Tune-up specials,
1BR From $280
wormed. Ready to go 7314406
•1995 Chevy Z71 EX Pick-up/ Delivery. Work
Services Offered
2BR From $325
641-9145
28R duplex 1 bath new
Services Offered
$7500 Trades OK C+K guaranteed. Joe Lamb.
Call Today!
appliances. storage. 753Motors
436-2867
270-674-56
02
753-8668.
DUNCAN Total House
5651 of 436-5685
Livestock 8 Supplies
(cell) 270-853-1108 Any- ALL
Carpentry
New Maintenance Remodeling. JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov
VERY nice 2BR 2 bath, Ig
28R NEAR MSU
time
Homes, add on's, garages, Roofing, Siding, Additions, al, we'll haul away aimos
kitchen & living room, apColeman RE 759-4118.
GRASS hay. some timothy 2002 Dodge Intrepid SE, pole barns, home & mobile
Decks, Etc Insured & free anything, from attics to
C/H/A, square bales,
2BR patio shade w/d pliances
$2.00 436- white, w/charcoal gray in- home repair, water & terestimates (270) 388-0971 barns, odd jobs. Senior
hook-up No pets $355 washer/dryer hook-up, ga- 5442 Leave message
terior. 51.000 miles, new mite damage, screened (home)
Discounts (270)489-2583
748-5513 (cell)
Gallia-rasa_oz..223.-1202II rage, $600 month + detires,
$9500 Call 759- porches, sun rooms LicFUTRELL'S
Tree
Service
MASONARY
28R upstairs $300, 38R posit 759-3183
handyman
IRIS Of 293-5Ftt R
ened-insured Larry Nimmo
Trimming, removal. stump brick, block, stone, stucco,
downstairs $400 All $675 VERY nice duplex in quiet
94' Dodge Caravan $1795 753-9372 or 753-0353
neighborhood. 2 bedroom,
489-2296
90' Chevrolet Silvered() BACKHOE & TRUCKING grinding, firewood. Insur- chimney & fireplace repair,
1 bath. $450 per month. all
dampers Specializing in
ed 489-2839.
26R Duplex C/H/A
$2995 437-4465
ROY HILL.
appliances, no pets, lease,
HANDYMAN Carpenter. 'puck/pointing, commercial
Coleman RE 759-4118
Septic
system,
gravel,
All types
or residential Free esti901 Sunny Ln 2-38R, 1 references. 2 available
94 Taurus LX station wagwhite rock
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
mates 270-436-505G
bath, utility room. carport, 436-5927
on new trans, with warran436-2113
753-5848
$475
ty. 122,000 miles, excel- Dozer work & Track hoe
WILL remove Dead Trees
Houses For Rent
Donald Simmons
1102 Pogue 2BR, 1 bath,
lent condition. 753-6147
CARPORTS Starting at
& Shrubs 435-4645
HANDYMAN
carpentry,
$350 Call 753-3415 or
94 Toyota Corolla. ma- $675 installed Roy Hill
minor home repairs, no job
753-7123
2 br brick house.applian
roon. 5 speed, w/CD play- (270)436-2111
Painting & Staining, Carto small Call Kevin 753DUPLEX 1BR furnished ces furnished, no pets
Acreage
er. 152xxx miles, clean, CUSTOM Maid Cleaning
pentry. Minor Plumbing
day, week or month Fish- Call after 5 00pm 7532637
runs great. 435-4440 or Service Call tor informa(leaky faucets etc) ReaHAVE
ermen welcome Close to 0728
you got a mobile
ton 270 4-46 2147
sonable rates, references
home starting to rust or
lake Or $250/month plus 38R 1 bath C/H/A, stove,
25 Acres On
D.G.
leak? I will furnish and ap- given. Phone 435-4682
deposit 436-6081
refrigerator, dishwasher,
Landscaping &
KY Lake With
ply roof coating (cool seal)
PRECISE
DUPLEX 2BR 1 bath
wid hook-up. ceiling fans
Nursery LLC
for $150 Travel trailers General & Roofing ConC/H/A, carport. 1802 1/2A storage area, carport,
Boat Dock.
1992 Plymouth voyager *Fertilization
cheaper
270-436-6057. tractors
Monroe Ave $375 plus lease & references No
Mini Van green w/beige in- *Overseeding
S55.000.00
*Specialized on New Con
Call after 6:00pm
*Mulch
deposit. lease, no pets. pets
$450/mo/deposit.
terior,
locally
owned
struction
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
Night
753-fuln2
753-1059
*Mowing
$1500 Call 753-4299
'Remodeling
PAINTING
EXTRA nice newly deco'Parking Lot Sweeping
270-436-2921
'Roof Repairs
500
360
•For all residential and
rated duplex, appliance
435-4431
*Garages
Used
Storage Rentals
Trucks
Day 270-860-1311
small commercial
furnished, 2BR large clos'Over 15 years experience
painting needs
ets, carport w/3 car parkDNJ HANDYMAN
270-293-1899
*Interior & Exterior
ing drive Large storage CREEKVIEW STORAGE1992 GMC topkick box We do all the odd lobs you
460
270-871-0195
•Custom spraying for
building. gas heat, central $20-$40 On Center Drive
Van,
2
ton,
21tt
bed,
auto
don't have time for.
homes For Sale
Behind Tom's Grille
lawn/patio furniture
air, extra heavy installatransmission, gas engine
QUALITY Construction
Murray-Calloway Co
Louver doors / shutters
759-4081
tion An attractive yard
$9500. 759-1965
We will not be undersold
293-5438
NEW home on 1 to 3
*No lob too small
$445/month 759-3772
Free estimates
MURRAY Store and Lock acres Call
DOZER AND
'Free estimates
•97 Chevy Extend Cab
270-293-5670
Specializing in new conVERY nice 2 bedroom 2 presently has units availaBACK HOE WORK &
753-8858
350 motor, nice $10,000
struction, Remodeling &
bath duplex w/carport W/D ble 753-2905 or 753- BY Owner 4 Bedroom 1 .97 Nissan Pathfinder
GRAVEL HAULING.
ROOF LEAKING'?
Roofing No lob too big or
hook-up 1402 Crystal 7536
Bath,
workshop,
Pubic
or
big 81,500
Contract.
miles,
sharp
Call a professional
small (270) 436-2098
Brook Ln 759-5477
yard 561.900 753-4109
Contact at 270-753-9503
$9,500 753-0434
435-4645

David's Cleaning
Services

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Order by 11 am. &
pick up next day.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 St 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & *2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
= Be Here
For Only
$25r Per Month! Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
A Bigger Seiection
13e Sore To Shop

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Ricky Boggess

WADE FARMS

DBA Sykes Plumbing
(270) 759-0610
1645 St. Rt. 121 N.• Murray,,KY 42071
A/esv

(270)436-6255

Check us
out on the
Web!
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Parents Television
Council opens new
chapter locally
The Parents Television Council,
the nation's most influential advocacy organization protecting children against sex, violence and profanity in television and films,
announced Tuesday the establishment of a Carbondale, 111.-Paducah
chapter. The new chapter will be
headed by local resident Daniele
Loyd.
The chapter will serve the communities in southern Illinois,
Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri.
As chapter director. Loyd will be
responsible for implementing FTC
national grassroots initiatives.
"We are pleased to establish this
chapter in the Carbondale-Paducah
area, a region that has been strong
ly supportive of the PTC's mission," said PTC Executive Director
Tim Winter "We are grateful to
dedicated people such as Daniele
who donate their time to help
improve the quality of television
for America's youth."
Loyd is a registered nurse and
mother of three.
"Parents Television Council
provides me a constructive avenue
to channel my discontent with
alarming trends in today's television programming," she said. "It is
refreshing to find and join with a
group that shares my concerns and
holds a very important core value
of protecting our children."
Loyd said personal outreach to
her community will be the key to
her success. Prospective chapter

members can contact Loyd toll free
at 1-800-852-9371 or www.carbondalepaducahchapter@ parentstv.org.
The Parents Television Council,
founded in 1995, protects children
from the sex, violence and profanity on television and in other media
because of its documented and
long-term harmful effects. The
PTC accomplishes this via two primary mechanisms: by educating
families so that they can be more
informed consumers of media; and
by motivating activism to reduce
both the amount and the degree of
harmful and offensive content.
Recognized as one of the largest
and most effective media advocacy
organizations, the PTC now boasts
more than 850.000 members across
the United States. The organization
works with television producers,
broadcasters, networks and sponsors in an effort to stem the flow of
harmful and negative messages —
particularly those that are targeted
to children. The PTC also works
with elected and appointed government officials to enforce broadcast
decency standards. Most importantly, it produces critical research
and publications documenting the
dramatic increase in sex, violence
and profanity in entertainment.
This information is provided free
of charge (www.parentstv.org) so
parents can make informed viewing choices for their own families.
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4- 0fe
For all your plumbing needs trom
well pumps to sewer and water
lines, water heater, ett:
SeRvi,ve MURRAY fOR OVER
50 YEARS/

/--

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positve.
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

530
Services Offered

Services Offered

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Rooting. Vinyl
Siding. Addition. and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters 7532592

ROY HOLLAND AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE. Oft
of 121 North, Murray: KY
(270) 489-2957 -(2701
293-6157

WE SERVICE
AN Major Appliances
and Most Major Bran°,

Peery Lawn
Care

Ward-Elkins

iCy in.ort_td
Reasonable Rates
Mowing. Trimming.
Mulch
Free Estimates
753..2172

On The Square* Muir,'
(270) 753-1713
MASONRY:
Residential/Commercial
Block, Brick, Stone 26
years experience 1270)
527-8275

www.peeryiawncare.com

show'em what

you got!

A Classic Cr!
Waterfront Property?
Collectibles?
the Classttieds are the easeit,
nu's!
w,n, to advertise
A one-week ad will have people
from all over the area showing
interest in what you've. got to M.N.
So. don't be shy, tell everyone vou
have what thev want
270-753-1916

The Murray Ledger I? Times

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday, Feb
23, 2004:
You intuitively know what others want
You could be adored by others but very
hard on yourself. Understand that no one
is as critical of you as you are. Spend
some money to spruce up your selfimage, if need be. Some of you will have
an unusual artistic talent emerge this year
as a major financial asset. You will be
able to charm your way into making
more money, but be careful not to spend
it away, which will be a tendency. If single, you are likely to meet Mr. or Ms
Right if you are ready. Certainly the
playing field is open with many options.
no matter what your stage in life. If
attached, you can renew the bonds that
exist between you and your sweetie You
might also decide to buy something significant for the two of you. ARIES helps
you make money

A Better Price'?
Before You Buy'

by Jacqueline Bigar
if you follow advice. You might not be
inclined to take this path, but it will work
in the long run. Others seek you out, but
you, too, need to know when to delegate
or ask for more help. Tonight: Work late.
LEO (Jul', 23-Aug. 22)
***** You might think an associate
is not grounded, but you could discover
otherwise if you work with this person.
Listen and give yourself the opportunity
to play with far-out ideas. You'll actually
4e what might come up. Tonight: Read
between the lines.
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept 22)
*** You see someone quite differently than before Understanding takes you
down a new path, whether you are emotionally and or financially tied. You like
the end results. One-on-one relating
bonds a tie with new softness. Tonight
Express your dedication_
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You will naturally do the
right thing at the right time. Your imagination merges with a partner's ideas.
Brainstorm away List your mutual ideas
and go over them together Tonight: The
more people around you, the better.
•
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* * * Pace yourself carefully. You'll get
a lot done if you avoid making the
"schmooze at work or doing whatever
you want A flirtation could be building
and developing into a lot more. You
might have a difficult time anchoring
Tonight. Daydream away. Relax in a preferred manner

ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
***** Your fire and creativity do
not go unnoticed. Others might be more
impressed than they let on. You also need
to display your kind, caring and soft side
within. Your gentleness deeply touches a
child or admirer. Tonight: As you like it
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Do a good job listening There is
much to share and learn about nght now
In fact, you might want to step back from SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 211
the immediate situation A boss who's ***** You have a very charming
authonty you often question in your way with certain people that achieves the
mind has much to share Tonight. Vanish results NOU desire. You also have a sixth
home.
sense as to how to approach others and
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
get excellent results Go for what you
***** Emphasize what you, have want while the planets wave you on.
rather than what you don't have. Allow
Tonight: Express your innate friskiness
your creativity to filter into your work
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19)
and life. Some idea or venture you have
** Be more forthright in your dealings
been pondering or dreaming about needs
with a famil) member and'or a domestic
to come forward. Others will help y'ou
issue. You find that your intuition about
make it real. Tonight: So what if it is
what is needed here could make a big difMonday?
ference Think in terms a stabilizing a
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
changing situation Tonight. Snuggle in
*** You know what works, especially
at home

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18)
*** * * Your intuition serves you
well when dealing with those in your
immediate environment. You instinctively choose and say the right words. You
lure others just by being yourself Some
might think you have a very ethereal or
spacey quality.

. 39
I

Eye Exam

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
** * If you follow your sixth selisL
you arc likely to go shopping and chime
an enticing gift You also might decide to
go shopping for yourself 'Abs not" It
might be time to indulge in somethire,
new and special Tonight Moderate sour
spending

69

1
Contact Lens Exam I
I
I

Offer exp. 4-1-04)

I

: EVES & EyEwEAR :
(Oivrnree Peen - Next In LOS Portqles)

(270) 753-5507
506 N 12th St
Murray
I

Most Vision insurance Accepted
QUALITY EYECARE FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

T

hitpadivt

Robert Ileingion, Jr.

Dr. Douglas W. Payne I
Optometrist
I

:
:
1111111

THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

John N.. Purcken C1C

provides coverage for
*LIFE INSURANCE
-AUTOMOBILES
-HOMEOWNERS
*COMMERCIAL

*BONDS
'FARMERS
*MOTORCYCLES
*WORKERS COMPENSATION

'MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
'LONG-TERM CARE
'HEALTH
(Group &

BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

Acceptance Capital
Mortgage

Corporation

*PCRCHASE OR REFINANCE
*DEBT CONSOLIDATION
*PAY OFF YOUR CREDIT CARDS
MOST ALL CREDIT GRADES
*CREDIT CHALLENGES/BANKRUPTCIES
COME BY TODAY AT 632 SOUTH 4TH STREET, MURRAY. KY
•
OR CALL 270-753-7665
TOLL FREE 888-2464093
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LookingBack

Wife's cup runneth over
every night after work
DEAR ABBY

Be cautious about your
attraction to your doctor
DR. GOTT
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DEAR DR.
I'm
GOTT:
crazy
really
about my doctor.
He is kind, genWhenever I see
ome.
hands
[le and
him, my heart races and I can't
breathe. This causes my blood pressure to rise every time he takes it.
I'm very embarrassed about my
feelings toward him. Is this common, and how can I stop the way I
feel?
DEAR READER: This is common, understandable — and an
open invitation to trouble. Ethically,
doctors cannot become physically
involved with their patients, sia your
physician should properly keep you
at arm's length, while maintaining a
caring professional attitude.
While you may not be able to
control your feelings, you can control your behavior. And I urge you to
continue to do so. It's OK for you to
yearn for your doctor, remembering
that he has a life of his own.
Anything more than that would be
inappropriate. A major part of being
a responsible adult is to recognize
your feelings but refuse to act on
them unadvisedly.
I congratulate you on sharing
your thoughts about such a personal
matter. Now you must accept the
reality that your attraction to your

doctor must remain just that, an
attraction only.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What are
the options for treating an anal fissure? My doctor suggests surgery,
but I'd like an alternative.
DEAR READER: An anal fissure is a crack in the tissues in a
very sensitive area. If the crack is
small, it will heal with time and
local therapy, such as suppositories
and warm baths.
In contrast, if the lesion is large,
it may require surgical closure, a
relatively inexpensive and uncomplicated procedure.
Judging from your brief comment, your doctor has put you in the
latter category. Whether or not you
have surgery will not affect your
health, so such an operation is not a
medical necessity. It can be put off.
Nonetheless, anal fissures can be
very painful and often become
chronically infected. Consequently,
you may want to accept your physician's recommendation.
There is really no other specific
therapy for a fissure — except to
wait, keep it clean and hope that it
heals.
DEAR DR.GOTT: Why are the
brown skin lesions on older people
called "liver spots"? Does this mean
that these folks have liver disease'?
DEAR READER: The brownpigmented spots that'commonly
appear on the hands and face as we
age were once believed to be caused
by liver disease. This is now known
to be inaccurate.
Such blemishes, which are worsened by chronic exposure to sunlight, are merely age-related phenomena, like graying of the hair,
that are not related to the liver. They
are harmless and appear on everyone, sooner or later.
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.
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1 Stamp backing
4 Harsh cries
8 Zilch
12 Some
13 Circie size
14 Pagoda figure
15 Jewelry item
16 Door part
17 Running mate
18 Noble
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21 Web addr
22 Money manager
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31 Helm position
32 Stick out
33 Do socks
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DO YOU EVER GET THAT
SLEEPY FEELING IN THE
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mit only one club loser(K-Q doubleton or the singleton king or queen
with West, for example), South
decided to add to his chances by giving the defenders a chance to go
wrong.
Accordingly, at trick two he led a.
club to the ace, both opponents following low. He then cashed the ace
of spades, A-K of trumps and K-Q of
spades, discarding two diamonds
from dummy. After ruffing his last
spade in dummy, the stage was set.
With fingers crossed, declarer led
a club. East won with the king but
had to return a diamond, whereupon
South discarded the jack of clubs as
he ruffed in dummy to bring in the
slam.
The key play occurred at trick two
when declarer led a club to the ace.
East could have assured defeat of the
slam by dropping the king under the
ace, but he was hardly in a position to
find this defense so early in the play.
Had declarer telegraphed his
intentions by first stripping his own
hand and dummy of spades and diamonds before cashing the ace of
clubs, it would have been much easier for East to dispose of his king
under the ace. West would then have
been able to score two club tricks to
set the slam.
To have the greatest chance of
success, declarer's club play had to
be made before East realized that the
king was a hot potato.
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1 Stare at
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10 Forest mother
11 High mountain
19 Grease job
20 Cat's foot
22 Gamble
23 Superman,
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24 Buffalo's lake
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27 Felipe Of Matty
28 Cat's utterance
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Today is Saturday, Feb. 21, the
52nd day of 2004. There are 314
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 21, 1965, former Black
Muslim leader Malcolm X, 39, was
shot to death in New York by assassins identified as Black Muslims.
On this date:
In 1878, the first telephone directory was issued, by the District
Telephone Company of New
Haven, Conn.
1885, the Washington
In
Monument was dedicated.
In 1947, Edwin H. Land publicly
demonstrated his Polaroid Land
camera, which could produce a
black-and-white photograph in 60
seconds.
In 1988, TV evangelist Jimmy
Swaggart tearfully confessed to his
congregation in Baton Rouge, La.
that he was guilty of an unspecified
sin, and said he was leaving the pulpit temporarily.
In 2000, consumer advocate
Ralph Nader announced his entry
into the presidential race, bidding
for the nomination of the Green
Party.
Five years ago: Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright reported
little progress toward a Kosovo
peace settlement.
One year ago: Michael Jordan
became the first 40-year-old in
NBA history to score 40 or more
points, getting 43 in the Washington
Wizards' 89-86 win over the New
Jersey Nets.
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